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ABSTRACT
Customer loyalty has been found to be a competitive tool for many hospitality industries. Service
quality has proved to be a key determinant of customer loyalty in developed world. Even though
previous studies identified service quality as a key determinant of customer loyalty, such studies
is limited in developing countries, Kenya included. The main objective of this study was to
assess service quality as a key determinant of customer loyalty in hotel industry within Kisumu
City. Kisumu City was chosen because of the current wave of domestic tourism being promoted
by the industry in Western circuit. The study adopted Hierarchical Service Quality Model which
emphasized on interaction, outcome and physical environment quality dimensions as key
variables for service quality. A cross sectional research design was adopted in which self-
administered questionnaires were used to collect quantitative data while key informant
interviews were employed in the collection of qualitative data. The study population consisted of
guests who stayed in the selected hotels within the two weeks data collection period. A sample of
151 guests was drawn using census population sampling technique from 11 hotels for
quantitative survey while 17 managers were selected as key informants using exhaustive
sampling. Quantitative data collected was analyzed using descriptive, Exploratory Factor
Analysis (EFA) and Regression analysis in SPSS. Qualitative data gathered were subjected to
content analysis. The results confirmed that hotels in Kisumu City can' use HSQM to measure
service quality. The research findings indicate that cleanliness was the most significant
determinant of customer loyalty with beta values of .734. Valence, waiting time, expertise,
behavior, tangibles, ambient conditions, social factors, location, design and attitude also proved
to predict customer loyalty with beta values of .570,.499, .456, .429, .398, .397, .388, .153, .144,
.104 and .080 respectively. Regression tesults also showed that 80.4% of variation in customer
loyalty was explained by service quality and 60.7% by customer satisfaction. The study further
confirmed that customer satisfaction is not a mediator of customer loyalty as the results
confirmed a negative test of mediation. The implication of this finding was that hotels should
focus on cleanliness, valence, waiting time, expertise, behavior, tangibles, ambient conditions,
social factors, location, design and attitude aspects of a hotel operation in the following order as
they are equally important to the customer. Managers- should recognize the significance of each
aspect in overall customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. Further studies should however be
conducted in more geographical regions within Kenya to investigate the variations of evaluation
of service quality and determinants of customer loyalty across cultures.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background of the study
Overthe last three years tourism in Kisumu City, the largest urban centre in the western region

haspicked up. This has woken up the area's potential, with travel agencies opening up branches

and hotel operators constructing facilities to cash in on the changing fortunes (Business daily,

2011).Domestic tourism in the region has also picked up, buoying investor confidence. People

nowadayswant to take weekend expeditions away from their homes to relax and see different

scenes(Business daily, 2011). This has led to the setting up of several hospitality facilities in the

regionespecially those that target low end to medium income earners. These hospitality facilities

operatein an extremely competitive environment which is primarily characterized by continuous

transformation.A key strategy which has recently been adopted by most facilities to overcome

these challenges is to focus on creating long-term relationships with customers thereby building

customerloyalty.

Thepurpose of any business is to create and maintain satisfied, profitable customers. Customers

are attracted and retained when their needs are met. Not only do they return to the same hotel and

restaurant, but they also talk favorably to others about their satisfaction (Kotler, Bowen &

Makens,2003). The customer must be the number one focus and all corporate policies must be

driven by customer needs. Too many hotels neglect this loyal customer base in pursuit of new

customers. However, since the cost to attract new customers is significantly more than to

maintain the relationship with existing ones, the efforts toward building customer loyalty will

certainly payoff. To gain competitive advantage hotel managers can adopt either a low-cost

leadership strategy or develop customer loyalty by providing unique benefits to its customers.

Building customer loyalty should be a strategic focus of most service firms as opposed to relying
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on pricing strategies (Reichheld & Sasser, 1990; Teare & Bownen, 1997). A 5 percent increase

in customer loyalty results in a 25% to 125% increase in profits (Riechheld & Sasser, 1990). The

importance of managing customer relationships is important and as such general managers place

customer retention as the top priority strategy (Teare & Bownen, 1997). Hotel managers should

therefore understand all the strategies and attributes which will ensure that the hotel receive

loyalty from both existing and prospective customers.

In spite of the considerable research efforts in many relevant fields of enquiry such as

relationship marketing, consumer behavior and service management, no acceptable theory exists

that fully explains how customer loyalty is built. There is a consensus among practitioners and

academicians that customer satisfaction and service quality are prerequisites of loyalty (Gremler

& Brown, 1997). Service quality, value and satisfaction have also been identified as three critical

variables linked to contributing to customer loyalty (Cronin & Taylor, 1992; Cronin et al, 2000;

Payne et al, 2000). Many leading service organizations endeavor to sustain a superior quality of

service over their competitors in an effort to acquire and retain customer loyalty (Parasurarnan,

Zeithaml & Berry, 1996). Rust & Oliver (1994) in their study confirmed that service quality is

the major driving force essential for a firms' success, developing customer loyalty and ensuring

business sustainability, Therefore, a key strategy for customer-focused firms is to measure and

monitor customer satisfaction and service quality.

While identifying the importance of service quality in building customer loyalty hotel managers

and owners lack an understanding of how customers measure service quality. Service quality is a

multi-dimensional construct and there are still arguments and discrepancies as to how it is best
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measured.A number of researchers have proposed several models that can be used to measure

servicequality (Parasuraman et al (1985); Gronroos (1984); Rust & Oliver (1994) and Brady &

Cronin (2001). The applicability of these models in developing countries, including Kenya is

narrowlyfocused. Despite the importance of service quality as a determinant of customer loyalty

as an input in the hospitality sector (Salegna and Goodwin, 2005; Cronin et aI., 2000; Fornell et

al., 1996;Cronin, 1992), previous studies have not looked into the significance of service quality

sub-dimensions in building customer loyalty. There is also lack of uniformity concerning which

servicequality dimensions have a significant effect in building customer loyalty.

The relationship among service quality, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty is also not

well established. High customer satisfaction is important in maintaining a loyal customer base.

To link the service quality, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty is important. High quality,
of servicewill result in high customer satisfaction and increases customer loyalty (Kumar et al,

2009).Heskett et at (1997) argued that profit and growth are stimulated primarily by customer

loyalty and loyalty is a direct result of customer satisfaction. Parasuraman et al (1988) and

Naeem and Saif (2009) found that customer satisfaction is the outcome of service quality.

Caruana(2000) developed a mediational modelthat links the service quality and service loyalty

via customer satisfaction and applied this model in retail banks in Malta. The results appear to

prove the links between service quality, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. This model

is supported by Santouridis and Trivellas, 2010; Cheng et al., 2008; Bei and Chiao, 2006; Lewis

and Soureli, 2006; Butcher et aI., 2001. Caruana (2000) mentioned that service quality, customer

satisfaction and service loyalty are related to each other. In Kenya, however, no study has yet

investigated these links in the hotel industry. The purpose of this study is to fill this gap. This
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studythus purposed to determine which aspects of service quality in the hotel industry have

significanteffect on customer loyalty using Hierarchical Service Quality Model (HSQM).

1.2. Problem Statement
Thehotel industry is experiencing a tremendous growth in Kisumu City. This in turn has led to

competition in the industry which has become a challenge to hotel managers and owners and

manyof them are waking up to the idea that the customer is the key to their business' success. A

key strategy which has recently been adopted by most hospitality industries to overcome this

challengeis to focus on building customer loyalty. While identifying the importance of service

qualityin building customer loyalty hotel managers and owners lack an understanding of how

customersmeasure service quality. Service quality is a multi-dimensional construct and there are

stillarguments and discrepancies as to how it is best measured.

A number of researchers have proposed several models that can be used to measure service

quality(Parasuraman et al (1985); Gronroos (1984); Rust & Oliver (1994) and Brady & Cronin

(2001).The applicability of these models in developing countries, including Kenya is narrowly

focused.This has led to hotels adopting service quality models that measures service quality

using dimensions which their customers are not using to evaluate service quality and ends up

failing to satisfy their customers' expectations. Information technology on the other hand has

provided a better means to carry out marketing thereby reducing the heavy tasks of marketing

managers. As a result the only major task left to managers is how to attract and retain the right

customers. There is also lack of uniformity concerning which service quality dimensions have a

significant effect in building customer loyalty ..As a result most hotels may end up focusing on
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dimensionsof service quality which may not have any significant impact in building customer

loyalty.

The relationship that exists among service quality, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty

constructsis also not well defined. Despite a number of studies that have been conducted that

have specified relationships between service quality, customer loyalty and customer satisfaction,

hotels lack an in-depth understanding concerning which of these constructs have the most

significant,-direct influence on customer loyalty. It is against this background that the study

soughtto establish the service quality aspects from the perspective of customers that lead to the

developmentof customer loyalty in the hotel industry.

1.3.Objectives of the study

1.3.1.General objective of the study
Thegeneral objective of the study was to assess the key aspects of service quality that have a

significanteffect on building customer loyalty in hotel industry within Kisumu City.

1.3.2.Specific Objectives
1) To establish the various dimensions that customers use to evaluate service quality in hotel

industry within Kisumu City.

2) To determine which aspects of service quality best drive customer loyalty in hotels within

Kisumu City.

3) To establish the, relationship among service quality, customer satisfaction and customer

loyalty.

4) To explore the managers view on service quality, customer satisfaction and customer

loyalty.
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1.4.Research Questions
1) Which service quality dimensions do customers use to evaluate service quality in hotels

within Kisumu City?

2) What specific service quality aspects lead to the development of customer loyalty?

3) What relationship exists among service quality, customer satisfaction and customer

loyalty variables in hotel industries within Kisumu City?

4) What are the managers' views on service quality, customer satisfaction and customer

loyalty?

1.5.Justification of the study
Whilehospitality organizations have received their fair share of attention in the study of service

quality, they have been treated in the same way as other service organizations by most

researchers.Majority of the best known approaches to quality come from the manufacturing

sectorand little attention has been drawn to the service sector and the particular challenges faced

by companieswishing to pursue service quality (Lewis, 1989). While the increased focus on the

natureof hospitality is heartening, these studies tend to be of a philosophical nature and thus

unrelatedto issues of service quality (Lashley & Morrison, 2001). Many experts have come to

agreethat hospitality services require different management approaches than physical products

(Reisinger,2001). Hospitality services have a particular challenge in controlling quality due to

the multidimensional nature of the services provided and it is worthy of detailed study as a

separatepart of the service sector (McIntosh, Goeldner & Ritchie, 1995).

Over the last few years, a significant growth has been noticed in hotel industries within the

westerntourism circuit. Since 2009, almost a dozen new hotels have sprung up in Kisumu alone

as local investors move to cash in on the opportunities in the region. Bed capacity in the lakeside
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City has increased from 500 last year to over 1,400 this year and the number is going up

(Business daily, 2011). Hotels in this City were chosen because they are comparable and

measurablein terms of location, amenities and facilities and its attraction of a large share of the

leisure,City breaks and business markets.

Consideringthe high costs of acquiring new customers and apparently high customer turnover of

manyhotel industries, it was very important to study the drivers of customer loyalty. The results

of this study will direct hotel owners and managers in areas of quality improvement to increase

customer satisfaction and build a loyal customer base. By knowing and understanding the

attributesof quality service from the guests' perspective, hotel managers will also be in a better

positionto anticipate guests' requirement rather than to react to customers' dissatisfaction.

1.6.Assumptions of the study
Thefollowingassumptions were made for the study:

1) It was assumed that at least one guest would have occupied a room in each hotel within a

period of two weeks.

2) It was assumed that all the rooms in the selected hotels accommodated one guest.

1.7.Limitations of the study
1) The study adopted HSQM framework service dimensions since it was the first measure

synthesizing all major prior conceptualizations, other frameworks could have also been

incorporated to provide valid and robust information.

2) While attempts were made to ensure that the research strategies employed in the study

provide reasonable and justifiable data, information relevant to Kenyan hotel industry

was the greatest limitation and the researcher relied on information from other countries.
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3) The study period happened to have been during the off peak tourism season in the study

area.

4) The study focused on service quality as the main factor that drives customer loyalty.

However other variables such as image, value and convenience may also influence

customer decision process.

1.8. Scope of the study
Thisstudywas carried out in hotels within Kisumu City. Kisumu City is one of the three cities in

Kenya.It is the centre of commercial activity and well linked to other major cities in western

Kenyaand East Africa region. Since the aspects of chosen problem area are many, the study tried

to narrow down the focus. The researcher specifically assessed service quality as a determinant

ofcustomer loyalty. Hierarchical Service Quality Model was used for measuring service quality

since it synthesizes all prior conceptualizations and takes a more balanced approach to the,
evaluation of service quality,. This model viewed service quality as a multilevel construct

consistingof three primary dimensions; interaction quality, physical environment quality and

outcome quality. Each of these three broad dimensions is composed of various lower-level

dimensions. Interaction quality dimension is comprised of attitude, behavior and expertise of the

service provider. The physical environment quality dimension is comprised of ambient

conditions, design and social factors. The outcome quality dimension is comprised of waiting

time, tangibles and valence. The researcher further proposed to measure three other sub-

dimensions; location and cleanliness under physical environment dimension and complaint

handlingunder interaction dimension which are originally not included in the model.
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1.9. Conceptual framework
To assess quality of service in the hotels, Hierarchical Service Quality Model of Brady and

Cronin(200I) was adopted. There are four common service quality frameworks that have been

used extensively in research and practical applications; technical quality versus functional

qualityproposed by Gronroos (1984), SERVQUAL model proposed by Parasuraman et al,

(1985, 1988, 1992), SERVPERF framework proposed by Cronin & Taylor (1992) and HSQM

modelproposed by Brady & Cronin (2001).

Gronroos(1984) proposed a model that made a distinction between technical and functional

quality.Technical quality refers to what the customer is left with after the customer-employee

interactionshave been completed. In the hotel industry this relates to a meal in the restaurant or a

rooma guest is occupying. Functional quality is the process of delivering the service or product,

that is, how the service is performed which can be related to check-in process, reservation,

appearanceof employees and the general ambiance of the establishment in the hotel industry.

Parasuramanet al (1985) conceptualized the role of customer expectations in service quality

where they measured service quality through the comparison customers make between their

perceptionand expectations on the following ten distinct dimensions; reliability, responsiveness,

competence,access, courtesy, communication, credibility, security, understanding and tangibles.

They later developed SERVQUAL model (Parasuraman et ai, 1988) which reduced the ten

dimensionsto five dimensions; reliability, responsiveness, assurance, empathy and tangibles.

Brady & Cronin (2001) proposed the Hierarchical Service Quality Model (HSQM) which

synthesizesall prior conceptualizations. HSQM viewed service quality as a multilevel construct

consisting of three primary dimensions; interaction quality, physical environment quality and
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,

outcomequality. Each of these three broad dimensions is composed of various lower-level

dimensions.Interaction quality dimension is comprised of attitude, behavior and expertise of the

service provider. The physical environment quality dimension is comprised of ambient

conditions,design and social factors. The outcome quality dimension is comprised of waiting

time, tangibles and valence. This study proposed to measure three other sub-dimensions;

locationand cleanliness under physical environment dimension and complaint handling under

interactiondimension which are originally not included in HSQM. The model used for this study

is proposed in Figure 1. This model tests the influence of service quality with the physical

environment,interaction and outcome aspects of service quality as a direct influence on a guest's

perception·of service quality. In the present study the model was adjusted to the context as

follows:Interaction quality; this dimension is particularly applicable in hotels where supporting

employeesand serving employees are in a continuous interaction with the visitors, and determine
~

in a large degree customers' experience. Expertise refers to the technical knowledge of

employeeswhile behavior and attitudes refer to the way that employees communicate with

customers,deal with their requests, solve problems, and meet their needs. Phyical environment

quality;refers to the tangible or physical aspects of a service such as equipment, buildings,

parkingarea, the natural environment such as flora and fauna (vegetation), design of the hotel

andhygienic issues in the hotel. The social sub-dimension refers to the attitude and behavior of

the customers. Outcome quality; refers to the outcome of the service encounter. Outcome is

evaluatedagainst the expected positive consequences of visiting the hotel. The model implied

that hotel customers form perceptions about each of the sub-dimensions and then form

perceptionsof the three primary dimensions in order to form overall service quality perceptions.

The model also postulated a relationship between hotel service quality, guest satisfaction and
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customer loyalty. The framework indicated that service quality is considered an antecedent of

customer satisfaction. Quality of service measured by the HSQM variables may lead to customer

satisfaction that can translate into loyalty. Customer loyalty is especially aggregated when

service quality and customer satisfaction interact together, Taylor & Baker (1994).

Independent variable

Interaction
Quality

Behaviour

Expertise

Complaint
handling

Ambient
Conditions

Design
Physical
Environment
QualitySocial

Factors

Location

Cleanliness

Valence

Waiting
Time Outcome

Quality

Mediating Variable Dependent variable

-Positive word of mouth

Customer Loyalty
-Future intentions to
visit the hotel again

Service
Quality

Customer
Satisfaction

-Resistance to
competitors' offerings

I -Recommend the hotel
to others

Figure 1: Drivers of customer Loyalty in hotel industry

Source: Brady & Cronin modified by the researcher
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CHAPTER2: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1.Introduction
Thischapter gives an overview of literature and models that are related to the area of study as a

basisfor establishing both a conceptual and theoretical understanding of customer satisfaction,

customer loyalty, service quality dimensions, service culture and interrelationship between

ServiceQuality, Customer Satisfaction and Customer Loyalty.

2.2.Customer loyalty
Customerloyalty is used to describe the behavior of repeat customers, as well as those that offer

goodratings, reviews, or testimonials (Heskett, Sasser & Schlesinger, 1997). It can also be

definedas a customer continuing to believe that one organizations products or services offer

remains their best option (Kotler & Armstrong, 1997). It meets their value proposition

whatsoeverand hanging in there even when there may be a problem because the organization has
't

beengood to them. Loyals are important for the future of the business and this category deserves

specialattention. In practical terms, customer loyalty is important to firms mainly because such

behaviorin consumers can: Produce a profit increase of 25-80% and increased sales to new

customerswhich can be attributed to customer recommendations (Reichheld & Sasser, 1990),

yielda 75% increase in net present value with a 5% increase in customer retention (Reichheld,

2001) and cover the losses incurred in dealing with less loyal customers (Heskett et aI, 1994). In

mostbusinesses loyal customers are willing to pay a premium price (Gronroos, 2000). It is

thereforeevident that the .long-term benefits of a loyal customer-supplier relationship can be

significantto any hospitality firm as the return on relationship reflects directly on the firm's

long-termfinancial outcome (Gummesson, 1999).
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Frequencyis not an indicator of loyalty, for example, a frequent customer to a hotel may be

compelledto stay in a hotel because the company did the reservations or due to lack of other

competitorsin the area. A loyal customer does a repeat purchase, does not consider competitor

alternatives, spreads a positive word of mouth, recommends the hotel to another client and

reportsa service problem if any (Bowen & Buttle, 2003).

Customershave expectations of hospitality encounters which hotel managers and owners must

meet if customers are to be loyal. To create customer loyalty, hotel managers need to have a

clear understanding of guests' loyalty drivers and be informed of the ways in which their

productsand services contributes or fails to contribute to the building of loyalty. For customer

loyaltyto exist it must satisfy six necessary conditions; it must be: expressed over time, a

behavioralresponse biased, by some decision making unit, a function of psychological processes
. ~

and outof a set of such organizations offering similar service (Jacoby & Kyner, 1973).

There are two dimensions to customer loyalty: behavioral and attitudinal (Julander, Magi

Jonsson& Lindqvistet, 1997). The behavioral dimension refers to a customer's behavior on

repeat purchases, indicating a preference for a brand or a service over time (Bowen &

Shoemaker,1998). Attitudinal dimensions, on the other hand, refer to a customer's intention to

repurchaseand recommend, which are good indicators of a loyal customer (Getty & Thompson,

1994).Behavioral approach includes criteria such as repeat purchase, share of wallet and word of

mouthreferrals whereas the attitudinal approach consists of criteria like commitment, trust or

emotionalattachment.
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Accordingto Jones and Taylor (2007) loyalty is a tri-dimensional (behavioral, attitudinal and

cognitive)construct. The cognitive approach entails an individual completely reforming what he

or she believes about the relationship with a service provider (Lee & Cunningham, 2001). It is

basedon conscious evaluation attributes or the conscious evaluation of the rewards and benefits

associatedwith repeat patronage.

Severalcompeting behavioral intention loyalty building models have been proposed. The quality

modelsderived from the service quality literature investigates the relationship between service

quality,satisfaction and behavioral intentions. Some of these models argue that service quality

only impacts loyalty via satisfaction and value (Woodruff, 1997) while others maintain that

qualityhas a direct impact on loyalty (Zeithaml et ai, 1996). The satisfaction models describe

customersatisfaction as the primary and direct link to behavioral intentions such as loyalty with

servicequality and value being antecedents of satisfaction (Anderson & Fornell, 1994; Spreng et

ai, \996). The satisfaction model shows that customer loyalty is directly influenced by the

variablesatisfaction (Hallowell, 1996; Anderson & Fornell, 1994). Oh (1999) proposed an

integrativemodel of service quality, customer value and intentions to repurchase and indicates

thatvalue is an immediate antecedent to customer satisfaction and repurchases intentions. Value

modelmaintains that value leads directly to the favorable outcome of customer loyalty and that

bothserviceand satisfaction are precursors of value (Cronin et al, 1997). Customer loyalty is key

in customerdevelopment and profitability. Researchers have not clearly identified a conceptual

frameworkidentifying factors that could lead to the development of customer loyalty (Gremler

& Brown, 1997). However, there is a consensus amongst practitioners and academics that value,

satisfactionand quality are major determinants of building loyalty (Cronin et al, 2000; Farnell et
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aI,1996).Recent studies also indicate that the firm's image may influence customer enthusiasm:

value,delight, and loyalty (Bhote, 1996).

2.3. Customer satisfaction
Customersatisfaction is a key element in most service industries. Academics and practitioners

agree that customer satisfaction is a crucial concept (Bowie & Buttle, 2004). Customer

satisfactioncan be defined as the extent to which a product or a service perceived performance

matchesa buyer's expectations (Kotler & Armstrong, 1997). It depends on a products' perceived

performancein delivering value relative to a buyer's expectations. Bowie & Butte (2004) defined

customer satisfaction as a positive attitude towards a supplier that is achieved when the
A

customer'sexpectations are met.

Expectationsare important comparison standards that help consumers to evaluate the perceived
'r

performance of the hospitality offer throughout and at the end of a service encounter. If the

products' performance falls short of the customers' expectations, the buyer is dissatisfied. If

performance matches expectations, the buyer is satisfied. In a service industry customers are

satisfied if the experience matches or exceed their expectations and dissatisfied if the service

performance fails to match their expectations. Measuring and understanding customer

satisfactionhas been an area of study by most researchers. Customer expectations vary from one

customer to another and customer needs and wants change over time; therefore, consumer

expectations of the hospitality offer should also change over time. Customers can enjoy a range

of different types of satisfaction: contentment, pieasure, delight and relief (Bowie & Buttle,

2004). Contentment when a routine service is delivered satisfactorily, pleasure when a service

makes the consumer feel happy, delight when a service surprises the consumer and exceeds
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expectationsand relief when a service overcomes a potentially difficult situation and delivers

satisfaction.

Customersatisfaction is important to the success of any hotel industry. Wirtz (2003) listed the

resultsof customer satisfaction as follows: repeat purchase; loyalty; positive word-of-mouth and

increased long term profitability. A highly satisfied customer creates an emotional tie to a

productor service, not just a rational preference and this creates high customer loyalty (Kotler,

i987). Satisfied customers make repeat purchase, are less price sensitive, remain customers

longerand talk favorably to others about the company and its products. Many researchers have

establisheda link between satisfaction and loyalty, furthermore, empirical studies have affirmed

thatconsumer satisfaction is determined by service quality and therefore, influences customer

loyalty(Cronin &Taylor, 1992; Woodside, Frey & Daly, 1989). In the competitive business,
market,many firms are focusing on their efforts on maintaining a loyal customer base. Most of

theindustries set their strategies towards increasing satisfaction and loyalty of customers through

thequality of service.

2.4. Service Culture
Thestarting point for building successful customer loyalty is the company's service culture. One

of the most important task of a hospitality business is to develop the service side of the business,

specifically, a strong service culture. The service culture focuses on serving and satisfying the

customer.The company needs to invest in a genuine customer-oriented service philosophy that

deliversthe service quality customers expect (Bowie & Buttle, 2004). This investment includes a

financialcommitment to maintain and improve the quality standards and physical product, and to
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providesystems and procedures, that facilitate quality service. If the company cannot deliver the

serviceexperience customers expect, it cannot hope to build customer loyalty with them.

2.5.Service Quality Dimensions
The concept of service quality is seen as an important strategy of gaining a competitive

advantagein organizations although there is no consensus on its conceptualization (Cronin &

Taylor,1992) as different researchers focused on different aspects of service quality. Service

qualityis harder to define and judge than product quality (Kotler et al, 2003). A number of

researchersdefine service quality differently. Lewis and Booms (1983) define it as a measure of

howwell the service level delivered matches customer expectation. Delivering quality service

meansconforming to customer expectations on a consistent basis. Parasuraman et al (1985)

define it as the differences between customers' expectation of services and their perceived

service.If a customers' expectation exceeds service performance, perceived quality is less than,

satisfactorywhich results in customer dissatisfaction. Service quality is the result of the

comparisonthat customers make between their expectations about a service and their perception

oftheway the service has been performed, Gronroos (1984).

A company's success or failure in managing customers rests with its ability to provide and

sustainthe level of service quality that meets and exceeds the expectations of its customers.

Service Quality as confirmed by most researchers (Boohene & Agyapong, 2011; Smith &

Wright,2004) has the most significant effect on customer loyalty. While researchers generally

agreethat service quality is a multi-dimensional construct, considerable debate exists regarding

thenumber and type of dimensions. Opinions on the dimensionality of service quality construct

vary,and there is no consensus on the question (Brady and Cronin, 2001). From a theoretical
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perspective,two dominant schools of thought existed before a reconciliation attempt by Brady

and Cronin (pollack, 2009). The first scholarly contributions on service quality came from

Scandinaviaand Northern Europe (Gronroos, 1991). Lehtinen and Lehtinen (1982) defined

servicequality in terms of: physical quality (the tangible aspects of a service); interactive quality

(theinteractionbetween a customer and a service provider) and corporate (image) quality (the

imageattributed to a service provider by its current and potential customers). Moreover,

Lehtinen(1983) defined service quality in terms of "process quality" (judged by a customer

duringa service) and "output quality" (judged by a customer after a service has been performed).

Gronroos(1982), an important figure in the so-called "Nordic School" (Edvardsson and

Gustafsson,1999), defined the dimensions of service quality in terms of: ''technical quality"

(whatthe consumer receives; that is, a result dimension); and "functional quality" (how the

consumerreceives the service; that is, a process dimension). The European tradition posits

servicequality as resulting from a comparison between the customer's expectations of the

serviceand the customer's perception of the service actually received (Gronroos, 1984)

Thesecondapproach, the North American tradition, has emphasized the fact that there are few

tangibleelements in service offerings, and has therefore focused its research efforts on the

intangible.In this tradition, Parasuraman et al. (1988) developed the SERVQUAL scale, which

positedfive dimensions of service quality as follows (see Table I).
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Table1:The five dimensions of service quality

------:-----:-:----:0....,.---:---- ---:--------------------------
~S~e~_i_ce_Q~u_a_liry~D_im_en_s_io_nD_es_c_rip~t_io_n ~--~-~~~-____:_--____:_-
Reliability The ability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately
Empathy The caring, individual attention given to the customer
Tangibles. The appearance of physical facilities, equipment, employees and

communication materials
The willingness to help customers and provide prompt service
The knowledge and courtesy employees and their ability to convey
confidence and inspire trust

Responsiveness
Assurance

Source:Parasuraman et al (1988)

Thismodel has received scholarly criticism (Buttle, 1996; Cronin and Taylor, 1992; Harrison-

Walker,2002; Hussey, 1999; Mangold and Babakus, 199]; Peter and Churchill, 1986). Buttle

(1996) identified several theoretical and operational criticisms of SERVQUAL. He argued that

SERVQUALstress and emphasize the process of service delivery rather than the outcomes of

theserviceencounter. From a theoretical perspective, he stated that SERVQUAL is founded on

thebasisof an expectation-disconfirrnation model instead of an attitudinal model. Further, Buttle

(1996) questions the adequacy of the overall model and suggests that the dimensionality is

contextspecific. Cronin & Taylor (1992) also provided a theoretical justification for discarding

theexpectations part of SERVQUAL in favor of mere. performance measures included in the

scale.Theyproposed a SERVPERF model which measured service quality based on consumers'

performanceof a service provider as distinct from a gap between the consumers' performance

perceptionsand their expectations. The European model has also received some criticisms in

thatit does not include the quality of the physical service environment that corresponds to the

tangiblesdimension of SERVQUAL (pollack, 2'009). To the extent possible, management of the

physicalenvironment should be one of a service marketer's highest priorities (Shostack, 1977).

Somerecent studies (Kang, 2006; Kang and James, 2004) have contended that the European

perspective is a more appropriate representation of service quality than the American

perspective,which has a limited focus on the dimension of functional quality.
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In effortsto overcome the shortcomings, additions, modifications and other conceptualizations

havebeenproposed. Rust & Oliver (1994) proposed a three-component model of service quality

suggestingthat service quality is comprised of the service product, service delivery and the

serviceenvironment dimensions. Brady & Cronin (2001) proposed the Hierarchical Service

QualityModel (HSQM) which synthesizes all prior conceptualizations. They have considered

servicequality as consisting of three components and added service environment component to

Gronroos'two dimensions; technical quality (service outcome) and functional quality (customer-

employeeinteraction). Each of the primary dimensions has three sub-dimensions (see figure 2).
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Interaction Quality

Physical
Environment
Quality

Service
Quality

Outcome Quality

Source:Brady and Cronin, 2001

Figure2: Hierarchical model of service quality
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2.6. Interrelationship between Service Quality, Customer Satisfaction and Customer

Loyalty

Evidencefrom the service marketing literature indicates that these concepts have either been

severally defined and/or used interchangeably (Boohene & Agyapong, 2011). Several

researchershave attempted to find the interrelationships between Service Quality, Customer

Satisfactionand Customer Loyalty in the service sector and found that a positive relationship

existsbetween these concepts (Caruana, 2002; Santouridis & Trivellas, 2010). Caurana (2002)
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proposeda meditational model that links the service quality to the service loyalty via customer

satisfaction.Researchers argue that Service Quality and Customer Satisfaction are the predictors

ofCustomerLoyalty (Ehigie, 2006; Han, Kwortnik and Wang, 2008). Getty & Thompson (1994)

intheir study also found out that customers' intentions to recommend the lodging segment to

prospectivecustomers are a function of their perception of both their satisfaction and service

qualitywith the lodging experience. There is a positive relationship between service quality and

customerloyalty (Boohene & Agyapong, 2011). This means building customer loyalty depends

toa large extent on ensuring that the firm maintains high service quality standards. High quality

buildsloyal customers and creates positive word of mouth. It determines customer satisfaction,

whichaffects repeat business and word of mouth. (Kotler et al, 2003).

Althoughservice quality is an important predictor of customer loyalty, other studies have found

thatcustomer satisfaction mediates the relationship (Gracia, Bakker & Grau, 2011). Because

satisfactionalso has an emotional component, it is believed that customers' affective responses

couldalso exert an influence on customer loyalty. That is, both perceptions of service quality and

theemotional reaction to the service have an effect on loyalty.

Fromthe above discussion it can be concluded that there is a positive relationships between each

of the study concepts. Most of the researchers pointed out that there is a positive relation

betweenthe service quality attributes and customer satisfaction and customer satisfaction is

positivelyrelated to customer loyalty. Caruana (2002) found that service quality is positively

relatedto loyalty mediated by customer satisfaction.
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2.7.Customer satisfaction as an antecedent of~ustomer loyalty
Customersatisfaction measures how well a customer's expectations are met. If customers

receivedwhat they expected, they are satisfied. If their expectation were exceeded they are

extremelysatisfied (Kotler, 2003). Customer loyalty on the other hand, measures how likely
I

customersare to' return and their willingness cto perform partner shipping activities for the

organization.Satisfaction is often used as a predictor of loyalty (Kasper, 1988). Customer's

expectationsmust be met or exceeded in order to build loyalty. A loyal customer is completely

satisfiedwith the marketing offer, emotionally committed and does not seriously consider
'.

'\

competitoralternative. Totally satisfied customers are six times more likely to repurchase and
<
i

probablyhave a greater propensity for loyalty than partially satisfied customers (Kotler et al,

2003).

Cronin& Taylor (1992) in their studies conducted in service sectors such as banking, dry

cleaning,pest control and fast food found that customer satisfaction has a significant effect on

purchaseintentions in the four sectors. Whereas satisfaction and loyalty are recognized as

stronglyrelated by most studies (Fornell, 19Q2; Taylor & Baker, 1994), some consider the
'j
I',
• ...1

relationshipto be interchangeable (Hallowell, 1996; Oliver, 1999), and some to be unidirectional,

that is, progressing from satisfaction to loyalty only (Strauss & Neuhaus, 1997). Satisfied

customerstend to be loyal customers with (Rowley, 2005) or without the mediation of other

variables(Coyne, 1989; Fornell, 1992; Oliva et al., 1992).

2.8.Gaps in knowledge
Whileresearchers generally agree that service quality is a multi-dimensional construct,

considerabledebate exists regarding the number and type of dimensions that customers use to

evaluateservice quality. Little has been don~ to examine the applicability of various service
·i



qualitymodels to the service industries in developing countries. This study, therefore, attempted

to fill this existing void in the services quality literature by establishing the various sub-

dimensionsthat customers use to evaluate service quality in hotel industry within Kisumu City.

Indeedthe foregoing literature above identifies service quality as a highly relevant component
l

involvedin building customer loyalty. Various service quality dimensions have been identified

butthere lacks clear distinctions as to which dimensions of service quality are important in

building customer loyalty. A number of studies have been conducted that have specified

relationshipsbetween service evaluation variable of quality and the proposed effect of these

variable on loyalty but there has been little uniformity concerning which service quality

dimensionshave the most significant influence on customer loyalty. Despite the importance of

servicequality as a determinant of customer loyalty as an input in the hospitality sector (Salegna

andGoodwin, 2005; Cronin et al., 2000; Fornell et al., 1996; Cronin, 1992), previous studies

havenot looked into the significance of service quality sub-dimensions in building customer

loyalty,thus a considerable gap existed in academic knowledge.

Anothergap identified from the literature review was that the interrelationships between the

variables of service quality and customer satisfaction in building customer loyalty remain

relativelyunresolved and contradictory. Although much has been written about the relationships

betweenservice quality, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty, researchers have not been

successfulin totally explaining how customer loyalty is built. There was also need to move from

the traditional quality-value-satisfaction-Ioyalty model to a more dynamic model for building

customer loyalty which incorporates dimensions of service quality in order to enrich academic
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and practitioner understanding and bring a more holistic perspective to building customer

loyalty. These shortcomings highlighted gaps in knowledge that the present study was to

investigate.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1. Introduction
Thischapter presents a description of the research methodology that was used for the study. It

coversthe research design, target population, sample size, sampling procedure, data collection
, .

instrumentand procedures, data analysis and presentation.

3.2.Research Design
Thestudy adopted a cross-sectional research design with a triangulation approach. Specifically

the study used both quantitative and qualitative data collected concurrently and analyzed

separately. In this approach quantitative and qualitative methods were employed and data

generated produced separate results which reinforced each other. The research design was

adoptedas it was considered important in collecting and analysing diverse types of data to best

provide an understanding of the research problem and achieving the research objectives
,

(Creswell, 2003). The research design would also allow findings to be generalised into

theoreticalframework and applied into other situations (Everett & Aitchison, 2008).

3.3. Study area

Thestudy was conducted within Kisumu City in the Western Tourist Circuit in Kenya. Western

Kenya tourism circuit is diverse. It has rich green highlands, the tropical rain forest of

Kakamega,and the great water expanse of Lake Victoria, which is the source of the Nile, among

otherattractions. Kisumu has been described as languid, sultry, easy-going and friendly. Sitting

onthe edge of Lake Victoria, this City is the third largest in Kenya and is the hub of the

expansive Western tourist circuit. Kisumu City was chosen in response to the increasing

hospitality facilities being set up in the region. These hospitality facilities operate in an

extremely competitive environment which is primarily characterized by continuous

transformationwhich necessitates adoption of consumer-oriented philosophy or way of doing
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business.Further facilities within the City are comparable in terms of location, facilities and

targetmarket. Comparable and measurable facilities were preferred since they offer similar

servicesattracting the same market segment which ensures uniformity in evaluation of service

qualityand overall customer satisfaction.

3.4. Target Population and sampling
Hotelswith a bed capacity of 30 or more which are within Kisumu City was the unit of analysis

forthis study (see Table 2). The population of study consisted of all guests who checked in to the

selectedhotels within a period of two weeks determined through census. It was estimated that

withina period of two weeks at least one guest would have occupied a room in each hotel. A

totalof 602 guests representing at least 602 rooms utilized were to be involved in the study.

However,within a period of two weeks Only 240 beds across all the hotels were occupied. Since

eachof the rooms occupied during the two weeks period had at least a questionnaire to be filled,
the expectation was to have 240 questionnaires filled to reach a saturated population of

occupancyfor that period. However, after a period of two weeks only 151 questionnaires were

filled.This necessitated an assessment of sample size adequacy based on Yamane's formula and

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test during analysis. Yamane's (1977) formula was used to calculate

thefinal sample size. The calculation was as follows:

no= 240..;-(1+ 240*0.052) =150

Where no is the sample size needed to achieve specific level of reliability; N is the size of

population; e is the standard error corresponding to desired level of confidence (1.96 for 95%

confidence level). Sample size was deemed adequate as Yamane's formula gave a minimum of

150as the minimum sample size that was representative of the population. KMO test was also
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performed for each study variable and it revealed that the sample SIze was adequate for

performingfactor and regression analysis. These results are presented in chapter 4. Exhaustive

sampling was used for managers whereby all general managers, front office and marketing

managersin the selected hotels were interviewed until saturation.

Table 2: List of hotels with a bed capacity of more than 30 in Kisumu City

Hotel Bed Capacity
Kisumu hotel
Imperial hotel
Sunset
Jumuiya Guest House
Great Lakes
New Victoria
Milimani Resort
Whirl Springs
Royal City
Palmers
Nyanza Club
Total

80
74
50
66
96
42
37
33
37
33
54
602

3.5.Data collection instruments
Twodata collection instruments were used in this study as follows;

a) Questionnaires; these targeted all customers who checked in during the two weeks of data

collection period to the selected hotels. The tool was used to collect information on demography,

service quality, customer loyalty and customer satisfaction.

b) Interview Schedule; this was used to conduct interviews with managers of the selected hotels

and key variables targeted were customer satisfaction and customer loyalty.

3.6. Measurement of variables
The first part of the questionnaire consisted of the demographic characteristics ofthe respondent.

This part of the questionnaire was designed to obtain personal information concerning the

demographic characteristics of respondents including gender, nationality, age, purpose of visit,

length of stay and number of visits to hotels in the past. Service quality attributes were used in
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thesecond part, which was the independent variable of the study. Service quality was measured

usingthe dimensions suggested in the Hierarchical Service Quality Model; interaction, outcome

andphysical appearance aspects of service quality. Twelve sub-dimensions of the hotel service

qualitywere evaluated; attitude, behavior, expertise, ambient conditions, design, social factors,

waitingtime, tangibles, valence, location, cleanliness and complaint handling. Respondents were

askedto express their opinion on the twelve service quality attributes on a seven-point Likert

scale,ranging from "strongly disagree-(l)" to "strongly agree-(7)". To create a list of service

qualityattributes items for the questionnaire, previous service quality studies were reviewed.

Frequently used attributes in intangible and tangible service quality studies (parasuraman,

Zeithamland Berry, 1991; Wakefield & Blodgett, 1996; Bitner, 1992) were referenced. Based on

thereview of the literature, fifty items were developed to measure the tangible and intangible

aspectsof service quality in the hotel. The third part of the questionnaire explained customer,
satisfactionwhich was the mediating variable of this research study. To create a list of overall

customersatisfaction attributes for the questionnaire, previous customer satisfaction studies were

reviewed. Customer satisfaction was measured using. both an evaluative and emotional-based

response(Oliver, 1997). Thus, eight different response items were employed; 'I was delighted by

employees in this hotel', 'I liked the service delivery process in this hotel', 'The general

atmosphere of this hotel was pleasant', 'I enjoyed the comfort of the rooms in this hotel', 'I

enjoyedthe food served in this hotel', 'Service renderings met my highest expectations', 'I was

pleasedby the facilities available in this hotel' and 'I enjoyed staying in this hotel'. The final part

consisted of customer loyalty which was the dependent variable of this research. To create a list

of customer loyalty attribute items for the questionnaire frequently used attributes in customer

loyalty studies were referenced. Measurement items for the two loyalty behaviors were adopted
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fromZeithaml et al (1996). Customer loyalty was thus measured by; future intentions to visit the

hotel again, resistance to competitors' offerings, recommendation of the hotel to others and

customerspositive word of mouth recommendations. Respondents were asked to express their

opinionon customer satisfaction and customer loyalty attributes on a seven-point Likert scale

rangingfrom "Strongly disagree-(1)" to "Strongly agree-(7)".

3.7.Data collection Process
Questionnaires were self-administered such that each customer was expected to fill the

questionnaire. The questionnaires were delivered to the receptionists in each of the selected

hotelswho distributed them to all guests checking in at the reception desk of the hotels during

the two weeks data collection period. Guests were instructed to fill the first part of the

questionnaire on check in and the other parts on their departure. Interviews were conducted by

theresearcher after booking an appointment with managers of the selected hotels.

3.8.Validity and Reliability Tests of the Research Instruments
Inorder to conduct factor and regression analysis the variables in the research model were tested

for their validity and reliability. Questionnaires were. tested for content validity to establish'

qualityof instrument. These procedures involved pilot testing conducted on 10% of the total

samplewhich was then excluded from the study. There was no variation from the expected result

andthe instrument was considered to be valid. Piloting was also used to identify the length of

time it will take to fill questionnaires, check understanding of the tool and correct simple

mistakes like spelling and wording of sentences. The pilot study was done as if it was a normal

surveyand data generated was used to do a reliability test based on Cronbach' s alpha of the

items in the instruments. Reliability was assessed with SPSS software using Cronbach's alpha

andcorrected item-total correlation for all the variable scales used in the study. According to
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Field(2005) corrected item-total correlation values should not be less than 0.3. For these data all

variable measurements had item-total correlation which was above 0.3 and therefore fit for

furtheranalysis. Cronbach's alpha values were all above 0.6 which is deemed acceptable for

exploratorystudies.

3.9.Data analysis
Datawas analyzed in two phases; quantitative and qualitative. Collected data were entered-into

thestatistical package for social sciences (SPSS) version 19 and all the analysis were performed

withthe SPSS program. To achieve the stated objectives, descriptive statistics, factor analysis,

and regression analysis were used. Quantitative data was analyzed using both descriptive and

inferential statistics. To achieve objective one descriptive statistics were used to determine the

meanand standard deviation scores on perceived service quality attributes. Any variable with the

meanvalue greater than 3.50 was considered as a significant measure used by guests to evaluate

overallservice quality.

Factor analysis by principal axis approach was used to analyze the significance of aspects of

service quality in building customer loyalty. Preliminary factor analysis was performed to

determine internal validity, reliability and sample adequacy in the variable sets (Field, 2005;

Hershberger, 2005). It is important to determine sample adequacy before conducting any factor

analysis such as principle axis factoring (Field, 2005, Hershberger, 2005). Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin

(KMO) and Bartlett' test of sphericity were used for the validity proof of factor analysis. Field

(2005) and Hershberger (2005) recommends a KMO value >.50 and Bartlett's Test of sphericity

value < .05 for factor analysis. Reliability was assessed using Cronbach's alpha and corrected

item-total correlation for all the variable scales used in the study. According to Field (2005)
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rrecteditem-total correlation values should not be less than 0.30 and Cronbach's alpha values

houldbe .above 0.60 which is deemed acceptable for exploratory studies. Principal axis

actoring(PAF) with varimax rotation was used to extract the factors. PAF was used because it

representshigh quality decision in understanding latent structure for a set of variables that

accountfor relationships among the measured variables (Hershberger, 2005). Varimax rotation

wasconsidered because it minimizes number of variables with extreme loadings (high or low) on

a factorwhich enable for ease of interpretation and clear determination of which measured

variablesload on which factor (Field, 2005). The criteria for the number of factors to be

extractedwere based on eigenvalues, scree test and significance of factor loading. Kaiser's

criterion(eigenvalue> 1) and Cattell"s Scree test were used in determining the number of factors

toretain for interpretation. These two criteria were considered because relying in one criterion

sometimesdoesn't give reliable number of factors to retain (Field, 2005). When a factor loading,

isequalto or greater than 0.4, the variable is considered to be practically significant and included

ina factor (Hair et aI., 1998). Bartlett factors scores were retained for further analysis. Bartlett

factorscores were used because the procedure is considered to produce unbiased estimates of the

truefactor scores and also because the process provides unique solutions for factor analysis

results(Hershberger, 2005). Factor analysis results are presented in form of tables and figures in

chapterfour.

Regressionanalysis was used to determine the dependence of customer loyalty on service quality

aswell as to examine the relationship among service quality, customer loyalty and customer

satisfactionvariables. The factor scores obtained in factor analysis were regressed with the

observedvariables to determine contribution of each element in the factor structure identified.
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This was done for all the factors extracted in factors analysis stage. The model fit was tested

using the F- statistics p < .05, multiple Rand R square while the t- statistics p < .05 and beta

values were used to assess the significance and contribution of each observed variables in the

factor structures. According to Hair et al (1998), multiple Rand R Square are used to assess

overall model fit. Multiple R is the correlation coefficient for the simple regression of X and the

dependent variable Y. R-square is the correlation coefficient squared, also referred to as, the

coefficient of determination. R2 values were used to determine percentage of the variance

explained by the predictors (observed variables) in a factor structure. Sobel test was then used to

establish the mediational effect of customer satisfaction on customer loyalty. To conduct the

sobel test, regression analysis was first conducted to compute the raw regression coefficient and

the standard error for this regression coefficient for the association between service quality and

customer satisfaction, and the association between service quality and the mediator (customer

satisfaction) and customer loyalty. These values were then entered in their respective places in

the Sobel test calculator to determine the test statistic and the associated p-value.

Qualitative information was analyzed using content analysis and merged with quantitative data

where applicable. Qualitative content analysis is a research method for the subjective

interpretation of the content of text data through the systematic classification process of

identifying themes or patterns" (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Content analysis is a research tool

used to determine the presence of certain words, concepts, themes, phrases, characters, or

sentences within texts or sets of texts and to quantify this presence in an objective manner.

Interview notes and responses from open ended questions of the quantitative survey were

analysed using this method.
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CHAPTER 4:RESULTS
Thischapter looks at respondents profile and results based on factor, regression and content

analysis.

4.1.Demographic characteristics of respondents
Thissection presents the personal data of 151 customers who stayed in the hotels between April

9th and 23rd, 2012. The frequency and the percentage fallout of the demographic analysis

depictedthat the highest percentage (65.80) of the people who stayed in the hotels were Kenyans

and 34.20 % were foreigners. The results also indicated that 81 respondents (53.60%) were

malesand that 69 respondents (45.70%) were females. The majority respondents declared their

visitfor conference purpose that was around 34.50% of the total respondents. The rest 33.10%

were business, 24.80% vacation and 7.60% honey moon. Other purposes of visit included

cancelledflight, educational, humanitarian visit, just to relax and visiting an orphanage which

contributed to 4.80% of the total respondents. The results further indicated that 37.10% of the

respondents had stayed in the hotels before whereas 62.90% of the respondents were staying in

therespective hotels for the first time. Among those who had stayed before 7.30% had stayed in

thehotel once, 11.30% twice, 6.60% thrice and 11.30% had stayed for more than four times. The

largestproportion ofthe respondents (46.70%) was within the age bracket of20-35 years and the

lowestproportions (4.00%) were below 20 years whereas 36% and 10% were within the age

bracketof 36-50 years and over 50 years respectively. Most of the respondents 27.30% spend in

the hotel for 2 days, 24.00% for 3 days, 22.70% for 4 days, 15.30 % for more than 4 days and

10.70%spend for just a day. Only 21.40% were not intending to stay or visit the hotel again if

within the City whereas majority (78.60%) reported that they were intending to stay/visit the

samehotel again when within the City. The results are displayed in table 3.
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Table 3: Demographic characteristics of respondents

Variables Frequency Percentages (%)
Gender
Male 82 54.30
Female 69 45.70

N=151
Nationality
Kenyan 98
Foreigner 51 65.80
* 2 34.20

N:=149

Purpose of visit
Business 48 33.10
Vacation 36 24.80
Honeymoon 10 7.60
Conference 50 34.50

Other purpose of visit
Cancelled flight 1 0.70
Educational 1 0.70
Humanitarian visit 2 1.30
Just to relax 1 0.70
Performance contracting 1 0.70
Visiting an orphanage 1 0.70

N=151

Age of the respondent
Below 20 years 6 4.00
20-35years 70 46.70
36-50years 54 36.00
Over 50 years 15 10.00

* 6 N=145

Length of stay
1day 16 10.70
2 days 41 27.30
3 days 36 24.00
4 days 34 22.70
More than 4 days 23 15.30

* 1 N=150

If first time staying in the hotel
Yes 95 62.90
No 56 37.10

N=151

Intention to stay again
Yes 107 70.90
No 38 25.20

6 N=145

No of times Previously stayed
Once 11 7.30
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Twice
Thrice
Morethan 4 times
NotApplicable

17
10
17
96

11.30
6.60
11.30
63.60

N=151
Note. N=Total number of responses; *=Number of non-responses

4.2.Dimensions of service quality
Inorderto address specific objective one namely: To describe the various dimensions of service

qualityin hotel industry, the data was subjected to descriptive statistics. Specifically the means

andthe standard deviation were calculated for each variable. Any variable with the mean value

greaterthan 3.50 was considered to be significant in measuring service quality (see Table 4). The

findingsillustrate that the guests perceived all the variables as important measures of service

quality.The findings further suggest attitude indicators were perceived as the best measures of

servicequality as they had the greatest mean of 5.90 followed by cleanliness, tangibles,

expertise,waiting time, valence, behaviour, location, complaint handling, social factors ambient

conditionsand lastly design indicators.

Table 4: Service quality indicator

Service quality indicator
Attitude
Employees in this hotel take care of safety issues
Thestaff in the hotel are courteous and friendly
Yourspecific' needs as a guest are met
Employees in this hotel are always willing to help
Behaviour
Thebehaviour of employees in this hotel gives me trust
Employees in this hotel do not seem bothered by customer requests
Management in the hotel tries hard to ensure guests' complaints handled effectively
Thehotel has customer's best interests at heart
Expertise
Employees have professional knowledge to meet customer needs
Employees are knowledgeable
Hotelemployees are competent to perform the service
Ambient conditions
Theinterior decor ofthe hotel is appealing
Theatmosphere in the hotel is pleasant
Theoverall lighting system in the hotel is appropriate
Thehotel guest rooms are decorated in an attractive fashion
Design

Mean SD
5.90
6.12 1.11
6.17 .97
5.59 1.32
5.73 1.44
5.23
5.75 1.33
3.91 2.24
5.49 1.49
5.78 1.42
5.60
5.67 1.48
5.50 1.44
5.61 1.40
4.92
5.15 1.78
4.80 1.83
4.76 1.91
4.96 1.85
4.32
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Thelayout of the hotel does NOT impress me
Thehotel is aesthetically attractive
Thelayout of this hotel makes it easy for customers to move around
Facilitiesin this hotel have up to date equipment
Socialfactors
Youfeel a sense of belonging with other customers in this hotel
Employeesin the hotel interacts freely with you
Employeesin the hotel recognizes your presence
Thehotel provides opportunities for social interactions
Waitingtime
Thetime taken by the receptionists to check you in on arrival was short
Employeeshave the ability to answer guests' questions quickly
Employeesin the hotel try to minimize customer waiting time
Yourrequests are handled promptly
Therestaurant staff takes a reasonable time to serve orders
Tangibles
Thehotel accepts a variety of billing systems such as credit cards,cash and cheques.
Therooms and other public areas such as restaurant,toilets,bars,lounge and hallways in the
hotelare kept clean
Thehotel rooms have comfortable beds
Thehotel rooms are spacious
Avarietyof food is offered at the restaurant
Restaurant(s)in the hotel serves high quality food and beverage
Valence
Thehotel performed its service well the first time
Stafftried hard to make your experience in the hotel enjoyable
Youhave had a good experience in this hotel
Youreceive value for your money staying in this hotel
Complaint handling
Thehotel understands the need of resolving guests' complaints
Guests'complaints are handled effectively
Managementof this hotel ensures that guests complaints are handled promptly
Employeesshows a sincere interest in solving guests' problems
Location
Thehotel is strategically located within the City
Thehotel location makes it easier for me to get access to other services e.g banking that I
mayrequire
I caneasily move in and out of the hotel at any time of the day
Thehotel is close to my workplace
Cleanliness
Therooms in this hotel are clean
Linen e.g. towels,bed sheets and bathrobes provided in the guest rooms in the hotel are
clean.
Thishotel maintains cleanliness at all times
Hotels'sanitary fittings are always kept clean

4.84 1.67
4.62 1.79
4.84 1.79
2.97 2.24
5.04
4.95 1.88
5.02 1.81
4.85 1.88
5.33 1.69
5.42
5.57 1.68
5.30 1.47
5.53 1.56
5.10 1.66
5.61 1.43
5.61
5.09 2.03

6.07 1.20
5.90 1.33
5.01 1.98
5.31 1.76
6.27 1.13
5.33
5.45 1.75
5.45 1.75
5.30 1.77
5.13 1.83
5.12
4.89 1.65
5.26 1.85
4.98 1.81
5.35 1.61
5.21
5.54 1.64

5.42 1.76
5.57 1.62
4.30 2.11
5.90
6.06 1.27

5.93 1.38
5.75 1.36
5.81 1.46

To assess the importance of sub-dimensions in evaluation of overall service quality, factor and

regression analysis techniques were employed. Specifically, factor extraction method involved

the use of pricinple axis factoring which utilized Varimax as the mode of rotation. The factor
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scoresobtained in factor analysis were regressed with the observed variables to determine

contributionof each element in the factor structure identified. In order to assess the suitability of

thistools, some tests were performed to see whether the data sample was adequate to allow the

useof factor analysis (see Table 5).The test revealed that the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)

measureof sampling adequacy of all the variables ranged between .88 to .65 which was well

abovethe recommended 0.50 by Field(2005). Bartlett's Test of Sphericity was also significant as

it was less than .05 for all the variables as deemed necessary which showed that factor analysis

wasappropriate for this data.

Table 5: Measure of sample adequacy for factor analysis
Variables Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of

Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of SpheriCity
(sig.)

Attitude .80 .000
Behaviour .65 .000
Expertise.77 .000
Ambientconditions .81 .000
Design .66 .000
Socialfactors' .81 .000
Waitingtime .84 .000
Tangibles .73 .000
Valence .83 .000
Complaint handling .82 .000
Location .71 .000
Cleanliness .84 .000
Customer satisfaction .88 .000
Customer loyalty .69 .000
Source:Survey Data, 2012
Allitems were then loaded appropriately with the aid of SPSS software version 19.0 and the

findingsof the significance of each service quality dimension in determining customer loyalty

wereas follows:

4.2.1.Factor analysis results

4.2.1.1Interaction quality factors

As suggested by the literature, interaction quality is composed of the following variables-

attitude,behavior, expertise and complaint handling which was added by the researcher.
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Interactionquality was measured as one of the determinants of customer loyalty in the hotel

industry.The reliability of the interaction quality measures were deemed acceptable as they had

acronbach's alpha of 0.91 and all the item-to-total correlation were well above the accepted

0.30. Fifteen items were used to assess interaction quality and to determine that the concept is

validas a determinant. Table 4.0 shows that the fifteen items were all extracted as true measures

ofinteractionquality since four factors IQ1, IQ2, IQ3 and IQ4 were extracted which accounted

for51.02%, 10.16%, 7.75% and 6.86% of the total variance for all the items respectively before

rotation.The factors were labeled IQ1 (Expertise), IQ2 (Complaint handling), IQ3 (Behavior)

andlQ4 (Attitude). This is also displayed in the scree plot (See fig 3). However after extraction

IQI accounted for only 21.57% of variance whereas IQ2, IQ3 and IQ4 accounted for 20.96%,

20.28%and 3.75% of variance respectively giving a cumulative of 66.56% of total variance.

Guestsneeds being met, employees behavior giving trust, employees competency, employees

beingknowledgeable, employees having professional knowledge and the hotel understanding the

needof resolving guests complaints loaded onto the first factor IQ 1 with factor loadings of .50,

.45,.85, .81, .81 and .46 respectively. Manageinent trying hard to ensure customer complaints

are handled effectively, hotel understanding the need of resolving guest complaints, guest

complaintsbeing handled effectively , employees showing sincere interest in solving guests

problemsand management ensuring guest complaints are handled effectively loaded onto the

secondfactor IQ2 with all factor loadings above 0.47. Employees willingness to help, staff

courtesyand friendliness, guests needs being met, employees taking care of safety issues,

employeesbehavior trust, hotel having customer interests at heart and management ensuring

guestscomplaints are handled effectively loaded onto the third factor with factor loadings of .70,
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.68,.58, .45, .42, .72 and .58 respectively. Only one item, employees do not seem bothered by

customerrequests loaded onto the fourth factor IQ4 with factor loadings of 0.64. This is further

displayedon table 6.
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Table6: Service quality factor matrix for interaction quality
MeasuredVariables Interaction quality factors

IQl IQ2 IQ3 IQ4

.70

.68
.50 .58

.45
.45 .42

.72

.47 .58
.64

.85

.81

.81

.46 .60
.81
.86
.82

Employeesin this hotel are always willing to help
Thestaff in the hotel are courteous and friendly
Yourspecific-needs as a guest are met
Employeesin this hotel take care of safety issues
Thebehavior of employees in this hotel gives me trust
Thehotel has customer's best interests at heart.
Managementin the hotel tries hard to ensure guests' complaints are handled
effectively.
Employeesin this hotel do not seem bothered by customer requests.
Hotelemployees are competent to perform the service
Employeesare knowledgeable
Employees'have professional knowledge to meet customer needs
Thehotel understands the need of resolving guests' complaints.
Guests'complaints are handled effectively
Employeesshows a sincere interest in solving guests' problems
Managementof this hotel ensures that guests complaints are handled promptly

Note. IQl =Expertise; IQ2=Complaint Handling; IQ3=Behavior; IQ4=Attitude
Source:Survey Data, 2012

4.2.1.2. Physical environment quality factors
Similarlythe physical environment variables; ambient conditions, design and social factors were

drawnfrom a review of the literature. The other two variables; location and cleanliness were

addedby the researcher. Exploratory factor analysis was performed for all the variables. Physical

environmentquality variable was measured using twenty items, that is, each of the five variables

was measured using four items. Factor analysis extracted five components labeled PEQI

(Ambientconditions), PEQ2 (Cleanliness), PEQ3 (Social factors), PEQ4 (Location) and PEQ5

(Design).Before rotation PEQI explained 32.79% of the total variance whereas PEQ2, PEQ3,

PEQ4 and PEQ5 explained a total variance of 14.40%, 13.20%, 8.50% and 5.03% respectively.

Afterrotation PEQ 1 accounted for only 21. 62% ofthe total variance compared to PEQ2, PEQ3,

PEQ4 and PEQ 5 which accounted for 16.29%, 13.46%, 11.54% and 2.82% respectively giving a

cumulativeof 65.73%. Eight items loaded onto the first factor PEQ1, four onto PEQ2, four onto
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PEQ3,four onto PEQ4 and one item loaded onto the fifth factor PEQ5 with all factor loadings

above0.40 as demonstrated in table 7 below.
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Figure4: Physical environment scree plot
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Table7: Service quality factor matrix for physical environment quality
PEQI PEQ2 PEQ3 PEQ4 PEQ5

Theinterior decor ofthe hotel is appealing .83
Thehotel guest rooms are decorated in an attractive fashion .88
Theoverall lighting system in the hotel is appropriate .85
Theatmosphere in this hotel is pleasant .60
Facilitiesin this hotel have up to date equipment .68
Thelayout of this hotel makes it easy for customers to
movearound .63
Thehotel is aesthetically attractive .66
Youfeel a sense of belonging with other customers in this
hotel .44
Employeesin this hotel interacts freely with you
Thehotel provides opportunities for social interactions
Employeesin the hotel recognizes your presence
Thehotel is strategically located within the city
Thehotel location makes it easier for me to get access to
otherservices e.g. banking that Imay require
Thehotel is close to my workplace
Icaneasily move in and out ofthe hotel at any time of the
day
Therooms in this hotel are clean
Linene.g. towels, bedsheets and bathrobes provided in
guestsrooms in the hotel are clean
Hotels'sanitary fittings e.g. toilets and bathrooms are
alwayskept clean.
Thishotel maintains cleanliness at all times

.40

.57

.79

.76

.85
.75

.90

.56

.72
.81

.89

.83

.94

Note. PEQI=Ambient conditions; PEQ2=Cleanliness; PEQ3=Social factors; PEQ4=Location; PEQ5=Design

Source: Survey Data, 2012

4.2.1.3.Outcome quality factors
Thefinal set of aspects of service quality-outcome quality derived from the literature composed

of the following variables: valence, waiting time and tangibles. The variable outcome quality

was measured using fifteen items. Factor analysis extracted three components labeled OQ1

(Waiting time), OQ2 (Valence) and OQ3 (Tangibles) which explained 43.21%, 13.69% and

9.45% of total variance respectively before rotation (see scree plot below). After rotation the first

factor OQ1 accounted for 23.57% of total variance, OQ2 accounted for 20.68% and OQ3

accountedfor 14.68%.
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Figure 5: Outcome quality scree plot

Receptioniststaking the shortest time to check in, ability to answer guests questions, reasonable

timetaken to serve orders, requests handled promptly, minimized waiting time, cleanliness of

hotelrooms and public areas and spacious rooms loaded onto the first factor OQ 1 with factor

loadingsof AI, .86, .75, .82, .78, .51 and .53 respectively. Receptionists taking the shortest time

to check in, hotel performing its service well the first time, guest receiving value for money,

guesthaving a good experience in the hotel and staff trying hard to ensure guest have an

enjoyableexperience also loaded to the second factor. The factor loadings are 047, .66, .80, .83

and .77 respectively. Four items, variety of billing systems accepted, high quality food and

beverageserved, variety of food offered and hotel performing its service well the first time
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loadedonto factor three (OQ3) with all factor loadings of .53, .66, .81, and .42 respectively. The

factorloadings of the items are illustrated in the table 8 below.

Table8: Service quality factor matrix for outcome quality

OQI OQ2 OQ3
MeasuredVariables Outcome Quality

Thehotel performed its service well the first time
Youreceive value for your money staying in this hotel
Youhave had a good experience in this hotel
Thestaff tried hard to make your experience in the hotel enjoyable
Thetime taken by the receptionists to check you in on arrival was short
Employees have the ability to answer guests questions quickly
Therestaurant staff takes a reasonable time to serve orders
Yourrequests are handled promptly
Employees in the hotel try to minimize customer waiting time
Thehotel accepts a variety of billing systems such as credit cards, cash and
cheques
Therooms and other public areas such as restaurant, toilets, bars, lounge and
hallwaysin the hotel are kept clean.
Thehotel rooms are spacious
Restaurant(s) in the hotel serves high quality food and beverage
Avariety of food is offered at the restaurant

.66 .42

.80

.83

.77
.41 .47
.86
.75
.82
.78

.53

.51

.43
.66
.81

Note. OQI=Waiting time; OQ2=Valence; OQ3=Tangibles

Source:Survey Data, 2012

4.2.1.4.Customer satisfaction and Customer loyalty
Customersatisfaction as a mediating variable was also measured using eight items. The variable

measuresdisplayed a strong cronbach's alpha of 0.91 and all items-to- total correlations were

over0.54. Factor analysis extracted only one factor labeled Customer satisfaction 1 (CS 1) which

explains62.04% total variance of all measured items with all the factor loadings significantly

overthe minimum requirement. Customer loyalty on the other hand produced a substantial

cronbach'salpha of 0.77 and each of the items in the item-to-total correlations were above 0.51.

Thefour items were all extracted as true measures of loyalty since a factor extracted and labeled

Customerloyalty 1 (CL1) could account for 62.26% of the total variance for all the items and

likewise all the factor loadings were over the minimum requirement (see table 9).
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Table9: Factor pattern matrix for customer satisfaction and customer loyalty
MeasuredVariables Satisfaction and Loyalty

CS1 CLl

Iwasdelighted by employees in this hotel
Ilikedthe service delivery process in this hotel
Thegeneral atmosphere of this hotel was pleasant
Ienjoyedthe comfort of the rooms in this hotel
Ienjoyedthe food served in this hotel
Servicerenderings met my highest expectations
Iwaspleased by the facilities available in this hotel
Ienjoyedstaying in this hotel
Iwillalways recommend this hotel whenever anyone seeks my advice
Iwillsay positive things about this hotel to other people
Iintentto visit this hotel again each time Iam within Kisumu City.
Iwillresist the offers of other hotels

.56

.82

.65

.57

.82

.84

.84

.87
.68
.69
.89
.56

Source:Survey Data, 2012

4.3.Regression Analysis Results

4.3.1.Interaction quality regression results

Factor one: The R2 registered for predictor (measured) variables guests' needs met, employees'

trust,employees' competence, Employees knowledgeable, employees' professionalism was .85.

TheF value (147.24) and the t values registered were highly significant (p < .001). The beta

valuesobtained for the predictor variables indicated that employees competence has the greatest

contribution towards factor one in interaction quality (p = .55, t = 7.42). Employees trust

registeredvery minimal contribution CP =.06, t = 1.37) compared to the other predictor variables

(seeTable 10 below).

Table 10: Regression analysis for variables predicting factor one in interaction quality measures
Model B Std. Error ~ t Sig.

(Constant) -3.26 .20 -16.37 .000
Guestneeds met -.21 .04 -.25 -5.28 .000
Employeestrust -.05 .04 -.06 -1.3 7 .173 .
Employeescompetence .42 .06 .55 7.42 .000
Employeesknowledgeable .19 .05 .26 3.66 .000
Employeesprofessionalism .25 .05 .35 5.21 .000

Note. B = Unstandardized coefficient beta value; p = Standardized coefficients beta value; t = t values; R2 = .85; !l.
R2 = .85; F - Statistics = 147.24 (p < .001)
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Factor two: The R2 registered for predictor (measured) variables management efforts in solving

customer complaints, hotel understanding on need to solve complaints, effective complaint

handling,sincere solving of guests problems, prompt complaint handling was .88. The F value

(183.79) and the t values registered were highly significant (p < .001). The beta values obtained

forthepredictor variables indicated that sincere solving of guests problems has the greatest

centribution towards factor two in interaction quality (~ = .46, t = 6.88). Hotel understanding on

needto solve complaints registered very minimal contribution (~ =.004, t = .096) compared to

theotherpredictor variables (see Table 11 below).

Table11:Regression analysis for variables predicting factor two in interaction quality measures
Model B Std. ~ t Sig.

Error
(Constant) -2.45 .14 -17.91 .000
Managementefforts in solving customer complaints -.16 .03 -.24 -5.83 .000
Hotelunderstandingon need to solve complaints -.01 .03 -.00 -.10 .924
Effectivecomplaint handling .19 .04 .29 4.67 .000
Sinceresolvingof guests problems .27 .04 .46 6.88 .000
Promptcomplaint handling .22 .03 .40 7.14 .000

Note. B= Unstandardized coefficient beta value; ~ = Standardized coefficients beta value; t = t values; R2 = .88; !J.
Rl= .87;F - Statistics = 183.79 (p < .001)

Factor three: The R2 registered for predictor (measured) variables employees willingness to

help,employees courtesy, guests' needs met, safety issues, employees trust, hotels' customer

interests,effective complaint handling was .78. The F value (63.81) and the t values registered

werehighly significant (p < .001). The beta values obtained for the predictor variables indicated

thathotels' customer interests has the greatest contribution towards factor three in interaction

quality(~ = .51, t = 7.70). Safety issues registered very minimal contribution (~ =.06, t =1.09)

comparedto the other predictor variables (see Table 12).
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Table12:Regression analysis for variables predicting factor three in interaction quality measures
Model B Std. f} t Sig.

Error
(Coostant) -6.17.35 -17.65 .000
Employeeswillingness to help .25 .07 .25 3.75 .000
Employeescourtesy .51 .08 .40 6.48 .000
Guests'needs met -.06 .06 -.06 -1.02 .312
Safetyissues .04 .04 .06 1.09 .279
Employeestrust -.08 .05 -.08 -1.57 .119
Hotels'customer interests .41 .05 .51 7.70 .000
Effectivecomplaint handling -.06 .05 -.08 -1.31 .193

Note, B = Unstandardized coefficient beta value; p = Standardized coefficients beta value; t = t values; R2 = .78; fj.
Rl = ,77; F - Statistics = 63.81 (p < .001)

Factorfour: The R2 registered for predictor (measured) variable employees not bothered with

customerrequests was. 77. The F value (440.31) and the t value registered was highly significant

(p < .001). The beta values obtained for the predictor variable indicated that employees not

botheredwith customer requests has the greatest contribution towards factor four in interaction

quality(p = .88, t = 20.98) see table 13. 1

Table13: Regression analysis for variables predicting factor four in interaction quality measures
Model B Std. f} t Sig.

Error
(Constant) -2.03.11 -18.04 .000
Employees not bothered with customer requests .54 .03 .88 20.98 .000
Note, B = Unstandardized coefficient beta value; p = Standardized coefficients beta value; t = t values; R2 = .77; fj.
Rl", .77;F - Statistics = 440.31 (p < .001)

4.3.2.Physical environment quality regression results

Factor one: The R2 registered for predictor (measured) variables appealing interior decor,

decoratedrooms, overall lighting system, pleasant atmosphere, up to date equipment, ease of

movement,aesthetic attraction and sense of belonging was .94. The F value (207.30) and the t

valuesregistered were highly significant (p < .001). The beta values obtained for the predictor

variables indicated that decorated rooms has the greatest contribution towards factor one in

physical environment quality (P = .36, t = 7.02). Pleasant atmosphere registered very minimal

contribution (P =.002, t =.051) compared to the other predictor variables (see Table 14).
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Table14:Regression analysis for variables predicting factor one in physical environment measures
Model B Std. Error ~ t Sig.

(Constant)
Appealinginterior decor
Decoratedrooms
OYeralllightingsystem
fleuantatmosphere
Up todate equipment
Easeofmovement
Aestheticattraction
Senseof belonging

-3.00
.10
.20
.14
-.00
.13
.09
.05
-.07

.10

.03

.03

.03

.02

.02

.02

.02

.02

.18

.36

.24
-.00
.15
.15
.08
-.13

-31.19
3.56
7.02
4.98
-.05
6.77
4.68
2.21
-4.30

.000

.001

.000

.000

.960

.000

.000

.029

.000

NoIe, B = Unstandardized coefficient beta value; p = Standardized coefficients beta value; t = t values; R2 = .94; ~
Rl= .93; F - Statistics = 207.30 (p < .001)

Factortwo: The R2 registered for predictor (measured) variables clean guestrooms, linen,

sanitaryfittings, general cleanliness was .97. The F value (975.48) and the t values registered

were highlysignificant (p < .001). The beta values obtained for the predictor variables indicated

thatgeneralcleanliness has the greatest contribution towards factor two in physical environment

quality(~ = .53, t = 14.08). Sanitary fittings registered minimal contribution (~ =.14, t=4.98)

Table15:Regression analysis for variables predicting factor two in physical environment quality measures
Model B Std. ~ t Sig.

Error
.08
.02
.02
.02
.03

compared to the other predictor variables (see Table 15).

(Constant)
Cleanguestrooms
Linen
Sanitaryfittings
Generalcleanliness

-4.35
.11
.17
.09
.38

.15

.24

.14
-.53

-56.45
5.69
7.36
4.98
14.08

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

WoIe, B = Unstandardized coefficient beta value; p = Standardized coefficients beta value; t = t values; R2 = .97; S
~l= ,97;F - Statistics = 975.48 (p < .001)

l1actorthree: The R2 registered for predictor (measured) variables sense of belonging,

mployee-guest interactions, opportunities for social interactions,' guests recognition was .89.

lbe F value (229.21) and the t values registered were highly significant (p < .001). The beta
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valuesobtained for the predictor variables indicated that general guests' recognition has the

greatestcontribution towards factor three in physical environment quality W = .52, t = 9.71).

Senseof belonging registered minimal contribution (P =.04, t=.82) compared to the other

predictorvariables (see Table 16).

Table16:Regression analysis for variables predicting factor three in physical environment quality measures
Model B Std. Error ~ t Sig.

(Constant) -2.98 .11 -26.62 .000
Senseof belonging -.02 .02 -.04 -.82 .413
Employee-guestinteractions .17 .03 .28 5.46 .000
Opportunitiesfor social interactions .15 .03 .27 5.37 .000
Guests I recognition .30 .03 .52 9.71 .000

Note. B = Unstandardized coefficient beta value; p = Standardized coefficients beta value; t = t values; R2 = .89; ~
Rl = .89; F - Statistics = 229.21 (p < .001)

Factorfour: The R2 registered for predictor (measured) variables strategic location, accessibility

tosupportservices, closeness to workplace, ease of movement was .97. The F value (1013.79),

andthe t values registered were highly significant (p < .001). The beta values obtained for the

predictorvariables indicated that accessibility to support services has the greatest contribution

towardsfactor four in physical environment quality (p = .60, t = 21.68). Closeness to work place

minimalcontribution (P =.13, t=.7.27) compared to the other predictor variables (see Table 17).

Table17: Regression analysis for variables predicting factor four in physical environment quality measures
Model B Std. Error ~ t Sig.

(Constant) -3.86 .07 -55.69 .000
Strategiclocation -.11 .02 .17 7.04 .413
Accessibility to support services .36 .02 .60 21.68 .000
Closenessto workplace .07 .01 .13 7.27 .000
Easeof movement .18 .01 .26 12.99 .000

Nole. B = Unstandardized coefficient beta value; p = Standardized coefficients beta value; t = t values; R2 = .97; ~
Rl= .97;F - Statistics = 1013.79 (p < .001)
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'actorfive: The R2 registered for predictor (measured) variable ease of movement was .278.

TheF value (44.35) and the t values registered were highly significant (p < .001). The beta

valuesobtained for the predictor variable indicated that ease of movement has the greatest

contributiontowards factor five in physical environment quality (~ = .53, t = 6.66) (see Table

18).

Table 18: Reeression analysis for variables predictinK factor five in physical environment quality measures
Model B Std. Jl t Sig.

Error
(Constant) -1.83.29 -6.26 .000
Easeofmovement .38 .06 .53 6.66 .000

Note. B= Unstandardized coefficient beta value; ~ = Standardized coefficients beta value; t = t values; R2 = .28; Il
Rl= .27; F - Statistics = 44.35 (p < .001)

4.3.3. Outcome quality regression results
Factorone: The R2 registered for predictor (measured) variables Check-in time, ability to

answerguests questions, prompt requests handling, minimized waiting time, clean public areas,

spaciousguestrooms was .90. The F value (153.19) and the t values registered were highly

significant(p < .001) except for clean public areas and spacious rooms' variables. The beta

valuesobtained for the predictor variables indicated that ability to answer guests questions has

thegreatest contribution towards factor one in outcome quality (~ = .44, t = 8.53). Spacious

roomshad minimal contribution (~ =.02, t=.58) compared to the other predictor variables (see

Table19).
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Table19: Regression analysis for variables predicting factor one in outcome quality measures
Model B Std. fi t Sig.

Error
(Constant) -4.39 .22 -19.75 .000
!kck-intime -.06 .02 -.10 -2.96 .000
Abilityto answer guests questions .32 .04 .44 8.53 .000
TlDletakentoserveorders .10 .04 .13 2.76 .000
Promptrequests handling .16 .04 .25 4.28 .000
Minimizedwaiting time .17 .04 .23 4.60 .000
Oeanpublic areas .09 .04 .09 2.52 .013
Spaciousrooms .02 .03 .02 .58 .564

Note. B = Unstandardized coefficient beta value; p = Standardized coefficients beta value; t = t values; R2 = .90; ~
RI=.90; F - Statistics = 153.19 (p < .001)
Factor two: The R2 registered for predictor (measured) variables service performance on first

risit,valuefor money, good experience, staff efforts to ensure enjoyable experience was .84. The

Fvalue(124.74) and the t values registered were highly significant (p < .001) except for check-in

timeandservice performance on first visit variables. The beta values obtained for the predictor

variablesindicated that good experience has the greatest contribution towards factor two in
,

outcomequality (P = .42, t = 5.70). Check-in time had minimal contribution (P =.06, t=1.24)

comparedto the other predictor variables (see Table 4 below).

Table20: Regression analysis for variables predicting factor two in outcome quality measures
Model B . Std. P t Sig.

Error
(Constant) -3.32 .17 -20.12 .000
Check-intime -.04 .03 -.06 -1.24 .219
Serviceperformance on first visit .04 .03 .06 1.16 .250
Valuefor money .15 .05 .22 3.20 .000
Goodexperience .25 .04 .42 5.70 .000
Staffeffortsin ensuring enjoyable experience .21 .04 .35 5.99 .000

No/e. B = Unstandardized coefficient beta value; p = Standardized coefficients beta value; t = t values; R2 = .84; ~
RI= .83; F - Statistics = 124.73 (p < .001)

Factor three: The R2 registered for predictor (measured) variables service performance on first

visit,variety of billing systems, quality of food and beverage, Variety of food served was .86.

The F value (182.49) and the t values registered were highly significant (p < .00 1) for all the

variables.The beta values obtained for the predictor variables indicated that variety of food
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servedhasthe greatest contribution towards factor three in outcome quality (~ = .67, t = 12.99).

Serviceperformance on first visit had minimal contribution (~ =.23, t=5.33) compared to the

otherpredictorvariables (see Table 21 below).

Table21: Regression analysis for variables predicting factor three in outcome quality measures
Model B Std. Error ~ t Sig.

(CODstant) -2.84 .15 -18.90 .000
Varietyof billing systems .13 .02 .25 5.96 .000
Qualityof food .19 .03 .29 5.94 .000
Varietyof food served .39 .03 .67 13.00 .000
Serviceperformance on first visit -.15 .03 -.23 -5.33 .000

Nole. B = Unstandardized coefficient beta value; J3= Standardized coefficients beta value; t = t values; R2 = .86; ~
R2 = .85;F - Statistics = 182.49 (p < .001)

4.4.Assessment of aspects of service quality significant in determining customer loyalty

In orderto address specific objective number two namely: To assess the dimensions of service

qualitythat best drive customer loyalty in hotel industry, regression analysis technique was

employedto achieve this objective. The aim was to determine the importance of each service

qualityfactor in predicting customer loyalty. The results are explained in the sub-sections

below;

4.4.1.Interaction quality factors

Table22 below shows that model one explained 59.00% (R2=0.51, p<0.05) of variation of

customerloyalty. The difference between R2= 0.59 and adjusted R2=0.58 is 0.01 and shows that

thesuggested model generalizes quite well as the adjusted R2 is too close to R2. The model

showsthat interaction quality is a significant predictor of customer loyalty. F-statistic is 46.02

whichis significant at p<O.OO1. Among the interaction quality factors complaint handling make a

significantcontribution as it has the highest beta value of .57. The other factors predict customer

loyaltyin the following order; expertise, behaviour and lastly attitude (see table 23).
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4.4.2.Physical environment factors

Table22 shows that model two explained 72.60% (R2=0.73, p<O.OS) of variation of customer

loyalty.The difference between R2= 0.73 and adjusted R2=0.71 is 0.01 and shows that the

suggestedmodel generalizes quite well as the adjusted R2 is too close to R2. The model shows

thatphysical environment quality is a significant predictor of customer loyalty. F -statistic is

58.350 which is significant at p<O.OS. Among the physical environment quality factors,

cleanlinessmake a significant contribution as it has the highest beta value of .73. The other

factorspredict customer loyalty in the following order; ambient conditions, social factors,

locationand lastly design (see table 23).

4.4.3.Outcome quality factors

Table22 below shows that model three explained S4.70% (R2=0.SS, p<O.OS) of variation of

customerloyalty. The difference between R2= 0.55 and adjusted R2=0.54 is 0.01 and shows that,

thesuggested model generalizes quite well as the adjusted R2 is too close to R2. The model

showsthat outcome quality is a significant predictor of customer loyalty. F-statistic is 47.81

whichis significant at p<O.OS. Among the physical environment quality factors, valence make a

significantcontribution as it has the highest beta value of .SO followed by waiting time and

tangiblesrespectively (see table 23).
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Table22: Service quality factor model summary for regression model
Change statistics

Model R R Adjusted Standard Model Sum of df Mean F Sig
Square R Square error of the Squares Squar

estimate e
.77 .59 .58 .71 Regression 92.24 4 23.01 46.02 .000

Residual 64.15 128 6
Total 156.39 132 .501

85 .73 .71 .61 Regression 107.60 5 58.35 .000
Residual 40.57 110 21.52
Total 148.17 115 0

.74 .55 .54 .71 Regression 72.29 3 .37 47.81 .000
Residual 59.98 119
Total 132.27 122 24.09

6
.50

tPredictors:(Constant), Interaction Quality BART factor score,
b.Predictors:(Constant), Physical Environment Quality BART factor score
cIredictors:(Constant), Outcome Quality BART factor score
~DependentVariable: Customer Loyalty BART factor score

Table23: Regression coefficients for the model
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized

Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.

I (Constant) -.04 .'06 -.62 .535
IQl .44 .06 .43 7.55 .000
IQ2 .58 .06 .57 10.02 .000
IQ3 .38 .06 .40 6.96 .000
IQ4 .06 .05 .08 1.40 .000
(Constant) -.03 .06 -.50 .570
PEQI .42 .06 .39 7.76 .000
PEQ2 .81 .06 .73 14.71 .000
PEQ3 .16 .05 .15 3.07 .000
PEQ4 .15 .05 .14 2.89 .000
PEQ5 .09 .05 .10 2.09 .000
(Constant) .06 .06 .95 .345
OQl .45 .06 .46 7.38 .000
OQ2 .48 .06 .50 8.03 .000
OQ3 .37 .06 .40 6.40 .000

4.5.Relationship among Service Quality, Customer Satisfaction and Customer Loyalty

To address specific objective three namely: To establish the relationship among service quality,

customersatisfaction and customer loyalty, a simple regression analysis was performed. The aim
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was to determine importance of each element/variable in the factor structures. Regression

coefficients,R square value and model fit statistics were obtained for each factor in the three

studyconstructs. The results are presented in the sub-sections that follow;

4.5.1.Relationship between Service Quality and Customer Loyalty

Table24: Model summary for regression model

.83 .69 .67 .61 . Regression 77040
Residual 35040
Total 112.80

88 .78 .75 .53 Regression 87.39
Residual 25Al
Total 112.80

.90 .80 .78 .51 Regression 90.74
Residual 22.06
Total 112.80

4 19.35 51.39 .000
94 .38
98 9.71
9 .29 34.02 .000
89
98 7.56
12 .26 29049 .000
86
98

Model R R Adjusted Standard Model Sum of df Mean F Sig
Square R Square error of the Squares Square

estimate

Change statistics

a.Predictors:(Constant), Interaction Quality BART factor score,
b. Predictors:(Constant), Physical Environment Quality BART factor score
c.Predictors:(Constant), Outcome Quality BART factor score
d.DependentVariable: Customer Loyalty BART factor score
Source:Survey Data, 2012

Table24 above, shows that interaction quality can account for 68.60% (R2=0.69, p<0.05) of the

variationin customer loyalty. The difference between R2= 0.69 and adjusted R2=0.67 is 0.02 and

showsthat the suggested model generalizes quite well as the adjusted R2 is too close to R2.

Accordingto interpretation by Field (2005), shrinkage of less than 0.50 depict that the validity of

themodel is very good. The other variations in customer loyalty i.e. 31.40% were explained by

otherexternal factors outside the model. F -statistic is 51.39 which is significant at p<O.OO1.

Afteraddittion of the second predictor, physical environment quality, the model explained

77.50% (R2=0.775, p<0.05) ofthe variation in customer loyalty. The other variations in customer

loyaltyi.e. 22.50% were explained by other external factors outside the model. The difference

betweenR2=0.775 and adjusted R2= .752 is 0.023, again showing that the suggested second
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modelcan be used to generalize quite well as the adjusted R2 is too close to R2. This further

confirmsthe goodness of the validity of the model as this shrinkage of 0.023 is well below the

recommendedshrinkage cut off value of 0.50 by Field (2005). On the other hand, the R2

registeredafter inclusion of the third predictor variable outcome quality was .804 which

explained80.40 % of the variation in customer loyalty. The difference between R2 and adjusted

R2is0.027 which is well below the recommended shrinkage cut off value of 0.50.

Table25: Regression coefficients for the model
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized

Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.

I (Constant) .04 .06 .59 .556
IQ1 .43 .06 .43 7.37 .000
IQ2 .63 .06 .62 10.58 .000
IQ3 .44 .06 .45 7.84 .000
IQ4 .10 .05 .13 2.17 .033
(Constant) .03 .05 .57 .570
IQ1 .27 .07 .26 3.89 .000
IQ2 .33 .08 .32 3.94 .000
IQ3 .23 .06 .24 3.70 .000
IQ4 .13

,
.04 .17 3.16 .002

PEQI .18 .08 .17 2.45 .016
PEQ2 .46 .09 .44 5.11 .000
PEQ3 .16 .05 .16 2.97 .004
PEQ4 .13 .05 .13 2.51 .014
PEQ5 .06 .04 .07 1.39 .168
(Constant) .05 .05 .92 .358
IQ1 .19 .08 .18 2.38 .019
IQ2 .20 .10 .20 2.03 .046
IQ3 .10 .08 .10 1.26 .211
IQ4 .14 .04 .18 3.49 .001
PEQI .11 .08 .10 1.35 .180
PEQ2 .46 .09 .44 5.13 .000
PEQ3 .l3 .06 .l3 2.25 .027
PEQ4 .10 .06 .10 1.72 .089
PEQ5 .06 .04 .07 1.36 .177
OQl .20 .06 .21 3.46 .001
OQ2 .16 .08 .17 2.02 .046
OQ3 .l3 .07 .14 2.06 .043

Source:Survey Data, 2012

Themodel suggests that all the variables except IQ3, PEQl, PEQ4 and PEQ5 are making a

significant contribution to the model as they have sig. values of less than .05 and t-values greater
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than1.26. The results further reveals that PEQ 2 makes the highest contribution in predicting

customerloyalty as it the highest beta value of .44. OQl also makes a significant contribution

followedby IQ2, IQ1, IQ4, OQ2. OQ3, PEQ3, IQ3 and PEQI respectively. PEQ5 makes the

leastcontributionin predicting customer loyalty as it has the lowest beta value of .071.

4.6.2.Relationship between Customer Satisfaction and Customer Loyalty

Table4.8 shows that the model explained 60.70% (R2=0.607, p<O.OS) of variation of customer

loyalty.The other variations in customer loyalty i.e. 39.30% were explained by other external

factorsoutside the model. The difference between R2= 0.61 and adjusted R2=0.60 is 0.01 and

showsthat the suggested model generalizes quite well as the adjusted R2 is too close to R2. The

modelshows that customer satisfaction is a significant predictor of customer loyalty since the t-

testassociatedwith the b-value (t=14.28) is significant.

Table26: Model summary for customer satisfaction and customer loyalty regression model
, Change statistics

Mode R R Adjusted Standard Model Sum of df Mean F Sig
I Square R Square error of the Squares Square

estimate
.78 .61 .60 .70 Regression 98.61 1 98.61 203.91 .000

Residual 63.84 132.49
Total 162.45 133

Source:Survey Data, 2012

Table27: Regression coefficients for customer satisfaction and customer loyalty model
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized

Coefficients
B Std. Error Beta

t Sig.

(Constant) .02 .06 .35 .731
CSt .83 .06 .78 14.28 .000

Source:Survey Data, 2012

4.5.3.Relationship between Service Quality and Customer Satisfaction

Aregression analysis was performed to test the degree to which customer satisfaction can be

predictedby the three service quality dimensions. The regression analysis revealed a significant
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effect(F=41.76, P<O.OOI) and predicted 72.40% of the variance in customer satisfaction. All the

threedimensions offered significant contributions interaction quality dimension predicted

65.20%,physical environment 2.70% and outcome quality 4.50% (see table 13). Outcome

qualityvariables are all significant in predicting customer satisfaction as they all have sig. values

of less than .05 with all t-values greater than 2.64. All physical environment quality variables are

not significant in predicting customer satisfaction as all sig. values are above the accepted .05

andsmaller values oft-statistic (table 28).

Table28: Model summa

Model R R Adjusted Standard Model F Sig
Square R Square error of the

estimate

.81 .65 .64 .60 Regression 59.96 4 14.99 41.76 .000
Residual 31.94 89 .36
Total 91.90 93

82 .68 .65 .60 Regression 62.42 9 6.94 19.76 .000
Residual 29.49 84 .35
Total 91.90 93

.85 .72 .68 .56 Regression 66.55 12 5.55 17.71 .000
Residual 25.36 81 .31
Total 91.90 93

~.Predictors:(Constant), Interaction Quality BART factor score,
.Predictors: (Constant), Physical Environment Quality BART factor score

c.Predictors: (Constant), Outcome Quality BART factor score
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Table 29: Regression coefficients for service quality and customer satisfaction model
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized

Coefficients
t Sig.

Model B Std. Error Beta
(Constant) .05 .06 .74 .459
IQI .46 .06 .51 8.02 .000
IQ2 .55 .06 .59 9.23 .000
IQ3 .31 .06 .34 5.35 .000
IQ4 .00 .05 .01 .09 .926
(Constant) .04 .06 .58 .565
IQI .35 .08 .37 4.50 .000
IQ2 .37 .10 .40 3.81 .000
IQ3 .24 .07 .26 3.25 .002
IQ4 -.001 .05 -.01 -.15 .882
PEQI .22 .09 .23 2.62 .010
PEQ2 .17 .11 .17 1.57 .120
PEQ3 .00 .06 .00 .03 .976
PEQ4 .04 .06 .04 .66 .508
PEQ5 .00 .05 .00 .05 .961
(Constant) .05 .06 .91 .364
IQ1 .21 .10 .23 2.28 .025

, IQ2 .20 .12 .21 1.68 .096
IQ3 .06 .09, .07 1.67 .508
IQ4 .00 .05 .00 .06 .949
PEQI .13 .09 .13 1.41 .161
PEQ2 .19 .11 .20 1.78 .078
PEQ3 -.00 .07 -.01 -.09 .930
PEQ4 -.00 .07 -.00 -.06 .951
PEQ5 -.03 .05 -.04 -.54 .590
OQl .19 .07 .20 2.76 .007
OQ2 .25 .09 .30 2.72 .008
OQ3 .20 .08 .23 2.64 .010

Source: Survey Data, 2012

tS.4. Testing for Mediation effects of customer satisfaction on customer loyalty

fa test for mediational effects of customer satisfaction on customer loyalty, Sobel test was used.

R.egressionanalysis was conducted to compute the raw regression coefficient and the standard

error for this regression coefficient for the association between service quality and customer

atisfaction, and the association between service quality and the mediator (customer satisfaction)

md customer loyalty. The raw regression coefficient for the association between service quality

md customer satisfaction was 0.20. The standard error for this raw regression coefficient was
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0.08.The raw regression coefficient for the relationship between service quality with customer

satisfactionand customer loyalty was 0.12; the standard error for this regression coefficient was

0.1O.These values were then entered in their respective places in the Sobel test calculator. The

teststatistic for the Sobel test obtained was 1.06 with an associated p-value of 0.29. The fact that

theobserved p-value does not fall below the established alpha level of .05 indicates that the

associationbetween service quality and customer loyalty is not reduced significantly by the

inclusionof the mediator (customer satisfaction) in the model; in other words, there is no

evidenceof mediation.

Table 30: Regression coefficients for relationship between service quality and customer satisfaction
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardiz

ed
Coefficients t Sig.

Model B Std. Error Beta
(Constant) .05 .06 .91 .364
IQ1 .21 .09 .23 2.28 .025
IQ2 .20 .12 .21 l.68 .096,
IQ3 .06 .09 .07 l.67 .508
IQ4 .00 .05 .00 .06 .949
PEQ1 .13 .09 .13 l.41 .161
PEQ2 .19 .11 .20 l.78 .078
PEQ3 -.01 .07 -.01 -.09 .930
PEQ4 -.00 .07 -.00 -.06 .951
PEQ5 -.03 .05 -.036 -.54 .590
OQ1 .19 .07 .20 2.76 .007
OQ2 .25 .09 .30 2.72 .008
OQ3 .20 .08 .23 2.64 .010
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Table 31: Regression coefficients for service quality and customer loyalty mediated by customer satisfaction
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardize

d
Coefficients t Sig.~----------------~----~---------Model B Std. Error Beta

(Constant) .06 .05 1.06 .291
IQl .15 .09 .15 1.71 .091
IQ2 .17 .11 .17 1.62 .110
IQ3 .07 .08 .07 .82 .414
IQ4 .16 .04 .19 3.76 .000
PEQ 1 .07 .08 .06 .82 .414
PEQ2.44 .10 .42 4.44 .000
PEQ3 .14 .06 .14 2.27 .026
PEQ4 .08 .06 .08 1.34 .184
PEQ5 .04 .05 .05 .82 .415
OQI.17 .07 .17 2.65.010
OQ2 .16 .09 .17 1.79 .077
OQ3 .15 .07 .15 2.00 .049
CS1.12 .10 .11 1.16 .249

.6.Qualitative findings

.6.1. Introduction
n orderto fully understand the concept of customer loyalty and service quality and to achieve

hefourth study objective, the researcher identified through discussion with each of the selected

ateI general manager, front office manager and marketing manager in order to gain their views

n the concepts. A total of 17 managers were interviewed. Before the actual data analysis

alidityand reliability was conducted. Content analysis was then used to analyze the data

btained from the interviews. Content analysis was done by analyzing textual information

btainedfrom the interviews in a standardized way that allowed the researcher make inferences

boutthat information. The interviews were meant to provide information on the following

eas;customer profile, main reasons customers stay in the selected hotels, what customers value

bouttheir stay, service quality, customer loyalty and customer satisfaction. The findings are

iscussedin the subsequent sections.
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4.6.2.Customer Profile
Ingeneral, across the hotels customers can be classified into five categories; business travelers,

conference/corporate, leisure travelers, functions and special segment. The customer profiles for

eachof the 11 selected hotels was quite similar. All the eleven hotels reported that majority of

theircustomers were business, functions and conference/Corporate clients. During the period

mostof the customers who stayed in the hotels were domestic and approximately 15.00% were

foreigncustomers. Most of the managers explained that these groups of clients were conference

tourists and spend a period of 1 to 5 days. Some respondents reported that some business

travelersmay even spend in the hotel for as long as more than two weeks. Respondent nine had

thefollowing oral testimony: " ... at times we may have some business clients staying in the hotel

fora period of 2 to 3 weeks or even more than a month until they have accomplish their business

deals."

4.6.3.Reasons customers stay
Mostof the managers suggested a variety of reasons why customers preferred to stay in their

hotel.Location of the premise was one of the reasons outlined by all the managers. They further

explained that most business and conference/corporate clients tend to prefer hotels that are

situated in the City center. Nearness to the ~irport was also given as another reason why

customers prefer staying in the selected hotels. High standards of service offered in the selected

hotels were also mentioned as another reason. Availability of amenities and facilities such as

wireless internet connection, car park facilities, conference and accommodation facilities was

alsostated by majority of the managers as a contributing factor. Two of the hotels as indicated by

respondent four and thirteen are located away from the City centre which attracts customers to

staythere because of a quiet atmosphere and a good view of Lake Victoria. Other factors such as
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cleanliness,value for money, employee behavior, safety and security were also identified as

othercontributing factors.

4.6.4. Customer loyalty
All managers agreed that there are customers who are known to be loyal to the hotels and these

customersstay in the particular hotel each time they are within the City. Fourteen respondents

indicatedthat approximately 30.00-55.00% of their clients are repeat customers. Apart from

customers,the managers also explained that there are companies who are loyal to them. These

companiesalways book their employees in the same hotel while within the City and at the same

timethe companies hold their conferences, functions and meetings in the hotels. Such loyal

customersare most of the time given special treatments by most of the hotels. Five respondents

pointedout that fruit baskets/fruit platters accompanied by a welcome letter are placed in the

variousrooms where this loyal clients are expected to check in. Depending on the amount of,

businessa loyal client generates in a financial year to the hotel, management can at times discuss

and give them special rates or discounts for any business generated. For loyal companies

managers from five hotels indicated that they give them special discounts ranging from 5-

30.00% for any business they give to the hotel. Other loyalty programs pointed out include

invitingloyal customers and company representatives for special lunch or dinner once in a while

andsending them Christmas, valentine and birthday cards. Upgrading of loyal customers at times

also occur whereby a customer is assigned an executive room compared to the one he/she had

booked. Loyal guests with special requests such as vegetarians and those with allergies to any

substance are also identified by the management so that they don't have to specify the allergies

each time they check in to the hotel. All respondents indicated that there have been many

instances where a guest is referred to the hotel by a guest who has previously stayed in the hotel.
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Majorityof the managers reported that at times guests have been given referrals by their friends,

colleagues,relatives or their employer.

4.6.5.Customer satisfaction
Allrespondents reported that approximately 75-90.00% of satisfied customers return to the hotel

forservice. Majority of them pointed out that they always put in most of their efforts to ensure

that guests leave the property satisfied though at times some guests may leave the hotel

unsatisfied.They further explained that in most occasions above 70.00% of their clients leave the

property satisfied. Some of the techniques used by majority of the hotels to assess customer

satisfaction include guests comment cards, number of repeat guests, spoken complaints and

complements, sales trend and market share trend

4.6.6.Customer complains
With respect to customer complaints all respondents agreed that once in a while they receive

customer complains. Majority of the complaints are dealt with depending on the nature of the

complaint. One of the major complaint handling procedure suggested by most managers

involvedthe guests addressing the complaint to the immediate employee. If the employee cannot

manage to solve the problem he/she passes it Over to the duty manager or immediate boss who

tries to solve the complaint. The two can also seek assistance from the general manager if they

cannot handle it themselves. All the hotel managers pointed out that they also have guests'

complaint cards whereby guests raise their complaints which the management discusses and puts

mitigation measures on the complaint.

4.6.7. Service Quality
Majority of the managers described their employees as polite, knowledgeable, professional,

committed, welcoming, social, courteous, friendly and attentive. They further pointed out that
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thesecharacteristics enable their employees to offer high quality service. All the managers

reportedthat they had a standardized time for any service delivery process. For seven hotels it

wasindicated that the check in process should take a maximum of 5 minutes. Waiting time

acceptedbetween order taking and order delivery depends on the type of food ordered which

mosthotels give a standardized time of 20-30 minutes for any item in their hotel menu. Room

serviceas stated by most managers should also not take longer than 30 minutes as indicated in

thehotel menu. All managers indicated that the facilities found in the rooms depend to a large

extenton the type of room though there some basic facilities found in all rooms. Generally it was

pointedout that all rooms had basic facilities such as TVs, Guest amenities like soaps, shampoos

andgels, dressing table and 2 chairs. Most of the hotels provided beverage facilities, wireless

internetconnection, minibars, kitchenette and DSTV services in executive rooms. Most of the

managerssuggested that the physical appearance of their hotels was pleasant, attractive and,

conducivewhereas the atmosphere was quiet and pleasant.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1.Discussions

5.1.1.Dimensions of service quality
Thefirst objective of the study was to establish the various dimensions of service quality in hotel

industrywithin Kisumu City. The results of the study showed that the applicability of the HSQM

measuresis well established in hotels within Kisumu City. As previously indicated Brady and

Cronin(2001) quality dimensions were deemed the most suitable to adopt in relation to this

studyas they provided the most comprehensive description of service quality. Each of the

dimensionswas extensively examined by administering questionnaires to guests who stayed in

the12 selected hotels in Kisumu City. The results proved that service quality is composed of the

threeset of clues (Interaction, Physical environment and Outcome quality) which impact on

customersperception of overall service quality and customer experience. According to McCleary,

et al. (1993) hotel's attributes such as cleanliness, price, location, security, personal service,

physicalattractiveness, opportunities for relaxation, standard of services, appealing image, and

reputationare recognized as the aspects that guests use to assess service quality of the hotel.

According to Opermann (1998) providing high quality services and improving customer

satisfaction are widely recognized as fundamental factors boosting the performances of

companiesin the hospitality industry.

Thestudy further revealed interaction quality played the most important role of stimuli in the

customer's service quality evaluation process. The main sub-dimensions that determined

interactionquality were expertise, complaint handling, behavior and attitude. According to the

HSQM,interaction quality is a function of attitude, behavior and expertise. The findings of this

studysuggest that all three sub-dimensions are important to hotel industry. Physical environment
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quality on the other hand was the second important dimension and it composed of ambient

conditions, cleanliness, social factors, location and design as determining factors. Outcome

qualitywas the least important dimension with waiting time, valence and tangibles as the main

determinants. The factors generated under each study construct are discussed in the sub-sections

thatfollow.

Interaction quality Factors

Thefour factors extracted explained for 75.79% of the total variance in interaction quality. The

high percentage explained by the factors implies that all the four factors were important in

evaluation of service quality as perceived by guests. Factor one was named expertise factor

because all the items loading on it tend to explain employees qualities that enable them provide

excellent service i.e. employees trust, employees competence, professionalism and commitment,

to service delivery .. Factor two was named complaint handling because the variables which

loaded on it relate to solving and handling guests' complaints. The third factor was named

behavior because the variables which loaded on it were thought to be concerned employees

behavior. The fourth factor was named attitude since the item that loaded on it tend to explain

employees behavior towards service delivery. From the results, it is evident that certain factors

wereperceived to be more important in evaluation of service quality through interaction quality.

Of the four factors extracted, expertise (factor one) explained for the greatest percentage of the

total variance 51.02% while the remaining three factors, complaint handling, behavior and

attitude accounted for 10.16%, 7.75% and 6.86% of the total variance respectively. According to

Parasuraman et aI., (1992) they viewed service quality as involving evaluations of the process of

service act (i.e., the manner in which service is delivered). Employee expertise which explained
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forthe greatest percentage of the variance could therefore be considered a very important aspect

ofmeasuring interaction quality. This higher percentage explained by expertise could be

attributedto the unique characteristic "inseparability" of service industries. Since in hotels you

cannotseparate the consumer and the service provider there is a lot of interactions between the

employeeand the customer in the service delivery process. The delivery of service occurs during

theinteraction between service employees and customers, and, together with the attitudes and

behaviorof service employees, influences customer perceptions of service quality (Hartline and

Ferrell,1996; Iglesias and Guillen, 2004).Having competent, knowledgeable and professional

employeesleads to provision of quality service as employees dominate the service delivery

process.Even though expertise factor is perceived as the crucial factor to focus on, the other

interactionquality factors should not be ignored in the overall provision of quality service. This

isattributed to the argument that employees conduct, friendliness, courtesy, commitment, trust,

effectivesolving of customer complaints and other staff personalities (Brady and Cronin, 2001;

Caro and Garcia, 2007; Wu et aI., 2011) influence the overall service delivery process

Employeeswho are well trained on customer service and able to handle guests' requests and

complainpromptly are equally an important asset to the hotel as it leads to delivering high

qualityservice. The service skills of employees are crucial to the delivery of a high-quality

service.Good service training equips service staff with the competence to deliver a high-quality

service.Moreover, training and development experience enhances the ability of employees to

delivera high-quality service and to meet the needs of customers more effectively and in a more

friendlyway. This is because such employees' traits contribute to guests' overall evaluation of

servicequality. This implies that despite employees being equipped with the necessary skills

customersstill evaluate service quality based on attitude, behavior and how employees handle
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complaints.If employees have a negative attitude on their job then this will affects guests'

overallevaluation of service quality. Interaction quality factors should be given preference in

orderof their importance in evaluation of service quality. This simply means that employees'

expertisefactor should be considered first followed by complaint handling factor, behavior factor

and lastly the attitude factor in that order of importance.

Physical environment quality factors

[hefive physical environment quality factors registered high percentage of variance (73.91%) in

evaluation of service quality, an indication that all the five service factors are critical

measurementof service quality. Factor one was named ambient conditions because the variables

whichloaded on it were explaining aspects of the property's ambience i.e. the general outlook of

thehotel. Factor two was named cleanliness since the items loading on it were concerned with,
cleanlinessaspects of the establishment. Factor three was named social factors because it's entire

factorloading items were concerned with interaction of people. Factor four was named location

sincethe items loading on it were concerned with aspects of location of the establishment. Factor

fivewas named design as the item that loaded onto it emphasized on the property's layout. The

ambientconditions features of the establishment are considered the most important aspects in

whoargues that the physical environment plays an important role in raising the level of hotel

measuringphysical environment quality. This result is consistent with the findings of Ou (2002)

servicequality and this dimension should not be ignored in hotel studies. This is attributed to the

factthat service occurs where a customer is present as a whole and parts of the service process.

Interiorand exterior aspects of the hotel are very important to customers. The effects of layout

accessibility, facility aesthetics, equipment and cleanliness on the perceived quality of the facility
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from the findings revealed that physical environment significantly affected a customer's

evaluation of service quality. However, the perception that the ambience of a hotel is the most

important factor in evaluating physical environment quality does not mean that the other four

factorsshould be overlooked. Cleanliness, social factors, location and design are also believed to

be very crucial in the overall evaluation of service quality for any hospitality establishment.

These physical environment factors have implications in the general evaluation of service

quality.Hotels should therefore focus on ambient conditions, cleanliness, social factors, location

anddesign in that order of importance.

Outcome quality factors

Thethree outcome quality factors registered high percentage of variance (66.35%) in evaluation

of service quality, an indication that all the three service factors are critical measurement of

service quality. Factor one was named waiting time because the variables which loaded on it

were explaining aspects of speed of service delivery. Factor two was named valence since the

items loading on it were concerned with the outcome or the value that a customer attaches to the

whole service experience. Factor three was named tangibles because its' entire factor loading

items were concerned with tangible components in the service delivery process. This finding

coincides with the viewpoint that the outcome of the service encounter significantly affects

customer perceptions of overall service quality. This is because the physical surroundings

represented by objects are thought to create a positive consumer experience which according to

Leong (2008) plays a pivotal role in sustaining business growth. The findings imply that

managers of hotels needs to focus more on those factors perceived to create positive experience.

To achieve high quality of service, hotels need to concentrate or dedicate most of their time in

improving the service environment.
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5.1.2.Service quality aspects that best drives customer loyalty
Thesecond objective of the study was to determine the significance of each service quality

aspectin determining customer loyalty. The results of the study suggested that most service

qualityaspects measured had a significant impact on customer loyalty. To begin with, all the

threedimensions proved to predict customer loyalty although all the sub-dimensions did not

proveto make a significant contribution. The results showed that physical environment quality

dimension had the highest contribution in predicting customer loyalty as it explained 72.60% of

the variation in customer loyalty whereas interaction quality and outcome quality explained

59.00%and 54.00% respectively. For interaction quality dimension, complaint handling proved

tobe the most important predictor of customer loyalty as it had the highest beta values of .57.

Expertise also confirmed the second important predictor followed by behavior and lastly attitude.

,
Most of the physical environment quality sub-dimensions (design, location and social factors)

proved not to have a significant contribution in predicting customer loyalty as they had lower

beta values of .10, .14 and .15 respectively. Cleanliness proved to be the most important

predictor of customer loyalty with Beta values of .73 while ambient conditions were the second

important determinant with beta values of .39. All outcome quality variables confirmed to make

a significant contribution in predicting customer loyalty with valence being the most important

determinant, followed by waiting time and lastly tangibles. These results support other

researchers' findings that there is a positive relationship between service quality and customer

loyalty (Boohene & Agyapong, 2011). The importance of service quality in determining

customer loyalty is highlighted from the quantitative findings which indicated that each of the

service quality dimension model tested explained over 50.00% variance in customer loyalty. The

study further suggests that customer loyalty is often shaped by positive evaluation of service
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qualityby the customer during his/her stay in a hotel. This has also been confirmed by several

researcherssuch as Nasution & Mavondo (2008), Cronin and Taylor (1992) and Bei and Chiao

(2001). A number of factors contribute to the experience and customers' perception of service

quality.The results of the study supports Yavas and Babukus (2005) study which identified

cleanliness,customer service, facilities, price and food as key contributors to customer overall

evaluationof service quality. Physical environment factors are critical as they impact on the

customerperceptions of the overall service quality and they form the initial impression a

consumerdraws from the consumption setting in order to ultimately build customer loyalty. This

supports Berry and Carbone (2007) findings that inanimate objects or environments offer a

physical representation of the service and has a direct relationship with customer loyalty.

Interactionquality also predicts customer loyalty. Complaint handling and expertise which make

up the first two factors that predicts customer loyalty indicates that in order to form a loyal

customer base employees expertise, professionalism and ability to offer services promptly are

important aspects to any hotel operation. This supports other study findings that employee's

competence, behavior and performance during the service are important service quality factors

that influence the customer's perceptions of the total customer experience and create emotional

attachments with the customer which contributes to loyalty (Berry and Carbone, 2007; Bitner,

1992; Zeithaml et aI., 1985). The study further confirms that outcome quality also predicts

customer loyalty. Marketing researchers demonstrate that the outcome of the service encounter

affects customer perceptions of service quality (Rust & Oliver 1994; Gronroos, 1990, 1984)

which as a result determines customer loyalty to an establishment. The findings further suggest

that outcome quality of a service encounter influences customers' perceptions of service quality

andcustomers' behavioral intentions.
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5.1.3. Relationship among service quality, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty
Theother objective of this study was to examine the relationships among the constructs of

"servicequality", "customer satisfaction", and "customer loyalty". The conceptual model

proposedin the study postulated that "service quality" impacts on "customer loyalty" both

directly and indirectly (through "customer satisfaction"). There are several important

implicationsthat emerged from the model tests. First the results confirmed that there is both

negativeand positive influence of service quality sub-dimensions on customer satisfaction. All

interaction quality and outcome quality sub..dimensions revealed a positive influence on

customer satisfaction. For physical environment quality dimensions design and cleanliness

positivelyinfluenced customer satisfaction whereas social factors, location and layout had a

negativeinfluence. This finding supports several researchers' points of view that service quality

isapredictor of customer satisfaction (Wakefield & Blodgett (1996) Hu et al., 2009; Chen, Chen

& Hsieh, 2007; Wilkins et al., 2006).

Relationship between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty was also investigated and the

results indicated that there is a positive relationship between the two constructs. These results

support and clarify the findings of previous studies. Several studies have suggested that

perceivedservice quality affects customer loyalty. Bowen and Chen (2001) have pointed out that

a small increase of customer satisfaction leads to customer loyalty dramatically; this current

study finds that customer satisfaction has a large positive correlation with customer loyalty in

hotel industries within Kisumu City. This means that as the customers are satisfied, there is a

highchance for them being loyal to the hotel.
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Adirect relationship between service quality aspects and customer loyalty was also assessed.

Thestudy revealed that there is a positive relationship between all service quality aspects and

customerloyalty. Cleanliness shows the highest positive correlation with customer loyalty in the

currentstudy followed by expertise with the design sub-dimension having the lowest positive

correlation.This could indicate that maintenance of high standards of cleanliness will add to the

perceptionof the entire hotels and help in facilitating the return of guests. This finding is

consistentwith previous observations by Usha & Ramakrishnan (2010) that cleanliness as an

attributehas much significance in shaping customers' intention to stay again.

Thissuggests that if hotels strive to offer high quality service then there is a high tendency of

themcreating a loyal base with most of its customers.

Finally,the mediational effect of customer satisfaction on customer loyalty was also examined.,

The conceptual model proposed in the study postulated that "service quality" impacts on

"customer loyalty" both directly and indirectly (through "customer satisfaction"). The results of

thestudy only confirmed the direct influence of service quality on customer loyalty whereas the

indirect influence was not supported. These results do not support the findings of previous

studies. Several studies have suggested that perceived service quality affects customer loyalty

onlyindirectly (Cronin and Taylor, 1992; Boulding et aI., 1993; Bei and Chiao, 2001). However,

other studies reported that service quality has both direct and indirect influences (through

satisfaction) on customer loyalty (Cronin et al., 2000; Varki and Colgate, 2001; Brady eta!.,

2005; Bei and Chiao, 2006).
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5.1.4. Managers' views on service quality, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty

Customersatisfaction was perceived by hotel managers as the best predictor of customer loyalty

Accordingto them a customer chooses to stay in a hotel with a perception that his or her needs

willbe met. If guests' needs are met they become satisfied which in turn translates into loyalty.

Hotelshowever, were focusing more on physical environment factors which include cleanliness

generalatmosphere and ambience of the hotel. This could be attributed to the fact that before

guests make an evaluation of service quality they first consider whether the surrounding

environment is appealing to them. If the environment is appealing to them they will undoubtedly

.chooseto stay and be able to make a repeat purchase anytime they are within the area. Apart

from physical environment managers viewed interaction quality factors as important in

prediction in customer loyalty. Employee personalities, expertise and professionalism were seen

as important factors in predicting customer loyalty. This was attributed to the fact that employees

have a constant interaction with guests and they should therefore well trained and conversant

with the service procedures. For instance, warm receiving of guests and effective complaint

handling require professionalism and knowledge of qualified personnel both at the management

andjunior level. However the study further revealed that majority of managers acknowledge the

contribution of offering high quality service in predicting customer loyalty.

5.2. Conclusions

While service quality has always been viewed as an important construct in enhancing customer

satisfaction and building customer loyalty measuring service quality should be the first thing to

be considered. As a result, well informed on how customers measure service. Recognizing the

significant aspects of determining and evaluating service quality is very critical in provision of

service that will meet customer expectations. This study revealed three dimensions; interaction
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quality,physical environment and outcome quality as important in evaluation of service quality

in that order of importance. This research further identifies important factors in evaluation of

service quality factors as attitude, cleanliness, tangibles, expertise, waiting time, valence,

behaviour, location, complaint handling, social factors ambient conditions and design in that

orderof importance with regard to evaluation of overall service quality. Within these identified

factors are various components each with a given level of contribution to evaluation of service

quality. The study also revealed that there is a relationship between service quality factors and

customer loyalty. Some service quality factors contribute to development of service quality more

than others. Cleanliness is the most significant determinant of customer loyalty as it had the

highest beta value of .73. This suggests that hotels in Kisumu City should ensure maintenance of

high standards of cleanliness so as to form a loyal customer base with its clients. The other

factors contributes in building customer loyalty in the following order; complaint handling,

valence, waiting time, expertise, behavior, tangibles, ambient conditions, social factors, location,

design and attitude.

The study further reveals that there is a relationship between the three study constructs: service

quality, customer loyalty and customer satisfaction. Having a good understanding on the factors

that customers use to evaluate overall service quality, hotels will be in a better position of

enhancing customer satisfaction and building a loyal customer base. When guests receive high

quality services their tendency to return back to the property is high as 80.4% variations in

customer loyalty is attributed to perception of service quality (R2=.804). Quality of service

received by guests also determines whether the guest is satisfied or not (R2=.724). It can also be

concluded that if customers are satisfied with the service performance, the tendency of them
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becomingloyal to the hotel is high; if they perceive the overall service quality as good then they

becomesatisfied. Customer satisfaction and positive evaluation of overall service quality leads to

buildinga loyal customer base.

5.3. Recommendations

1. It is important for hotels to use a multi-level structure in measuring service quality. The

three dimensions of service quality; interaction, physical environment and outcome

quality proved to be applicable in measuring service quality in the Kenyan context.

Managers should pay attention to each of the service quality dimensions in order to

create perceived service quality.

2. Hotels should put more focus on cleanliness, complaint handling, valence, waiting time,

expertise, behavior and tangibles in order to build customer loyalty with its customers.

3. Managers should avoid paying more attention on social factors, design and attitude

service quality aspects as they have lower contribution in predicting customer loyalty.

4. The revealed relationships of service quality, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty

highlight the importance of enhancing customer satisfaction and service quality in order

to leverage the impact of the service quality dimensions in predicting customer loyalty.

Hospitality managers should therefore focus on enhancing service quality within their

establishments in order to satisfy their customers and build customer loyalty.

For future research it is recommended that data should be collected over different time periods of

the year to understand the changing patterns of hotel service quality attributes in building

customer loyalty. More geographical regions within Kenya could also be considered to

investigate the variations of evaluation of service quality across cultures. The study further

recommends the need to investigate how customers in non-commercial hospitality organizations
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evaluate service quality, Other studies should also be conducted by considering other key

determinants such as value, image and other customer experience conceptualizations in relation

tobuilding customer loyalty.
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